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Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of the Eighth Workshopon Model-Based Testing (MBT 2013),
which was held in Rome on March 17, 2013 as a satellite workshop of the European Joint Conferences
on Theory and Practice of Software (ETAPS 2013).

The first workshop on Model-Based Testing (MBT) in this series took place in 2004, in Barcelona. At
that time model-based testing already had become a hot topic, but MBT 2004 was the first event devoted
exclusively to this domain. Since that time the area has generated enormous scientific and industrial
interest, and today there are several other workshops and conferences on software and hardware design
and quality assurance covering also model based testing. For example, this year ETSI organizes the
UCAAT (User Conference on Advanced Automated Testing) witha focus on ”model-based testing in
the testing ecosystem”. Still, the MBT series of workshops offers a unique opportunity to share new
technological and foundational ideas particular in this area, and to bring together researchers and users
of model-based testing to discuss the state of the theory, applications, tools, and industrialization.

Model-based testing has become one of the most powerful system analysis methods, where the range
of possible applications is still growing. Currently, we see the following main directions of MBT devel-
opment.

• Integration of model-based testing techniques with various other analysis techniques; in particular,
integration with formal development methods and verification tools;

• Application of the technology in the certification of safety-critical systems (this includes establish-
ing acknowledged coverage criteria and specification-based test oracles);

• Use of new notations and new kinds of modeling formalisms along with the elaboration of ap-
proaches based on usual programming languages and specialized libraries;

• Integration of model-based testing into continuous development processes and environments (e.g.,
for software product lines).

The invited talk and paper of Jan Peleska in this volume givesa nice survey of current challenges.
Furthermore, the submitted contributions, selected by theprogram committee, reflect the above research
trends. Isabel Nunes and Filipe Luı́s consider the integration of model-based testing with algebraic spec-
ifications for the testing of Java programs. Neda Noroozi, Mohammad Reza Mousavi and Tim A.C.
Willemse analyze criteria for the decomposability of models in the theory of input-output conformance
(ioco) testing. Mikhail Chupilko and Alexander Kamkin extend model-based testing to runtime verifica-
tion: they develop an online algorithm for conformance of timed execution traces with respect to timed
automata. Stephan Weissleder and Hartmut Lackner compare different approaches for test generation
from variant models and feature models in product line testing.

In 2012 the ”industrial paper” category was added to the program. This year we have two accepted
industrial presentations, both from the telecommunications domain: Jens Grabowski, Victor Kuliamin,
Alain-Georges Vouffo Feudjio, Antal Wu-Hen-Chang and Milan Zoric report on the evaluation of four
different model-based testing tools for standardization at ETSI, the European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute. Olga Grinchtein gave a talk on the experiences gained by the application of model-based
testing for base stations of LTE, the European 4G mobile phone network.

We would like to thank the program committee members and all reviewers for their work in evaluat-
ing the submissions. We also thank the ETAPS 2013 organizersfor their assistance in the preparation of
the workshop and the EPTCS editors for help in publishing these proceedings.

Alexander K. Petrenko and Holger Schlingloff, February 2013.
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As of today, model-based testing (MBT) is considered as leading-edge technology in industry.
We sketch the different MBT variants that – according to our experience – are currently
applied in practice, with special emphasis on the avionic, railway and automotive domains.
The key factors for successful industrial-scale application of MBT are described, both from
a scientific and a managerial point of view. With respect to the former view, we describe the
techniques for automated test case, test data and test procedure generation for concurrent
reactive real-time systems which are considered as the most important enablers for MBT in
practice. With respect to the latter view, our experience with introducing MBT approaches
in testing teams are sketched. Finally, the most challenging open scientific problems whose
solutions are bound to improve the acceptance and effectiveness of MBT in industry are
discussed.

1 Introduction

1.1 Model-Based Testing

Following the definition currently given in Wikipedia1

“Model-based testing is application of Model based design for designing and optionally
also executing artifacts to perform software testing. Models can be used to represent
the desired behavior of an System Under Test (SUT), or to represent testing strategies
and a test environment.”

In this definition only software testing is referenced, but it applies to hardware/software
integration and system testing just as well. Observe that this definition does not require that
certain aspects of testing – such as test case identification or test procedure creation – should be
performed in an automated way: the MBT approach can also be applied manually, just as design
support for testing environments, test cases and so on. This rather unrestricted view on MBT is
consistent with the one expressed in [2], and it is reflected by today’s MBT tools ranging from
graphical test case description aides to highly automated test case, test data and test procedure
generators. Our concept of models also comprises computer programs, typically represented by
per-function/method control flow graphs annotated by statements and conditional expressions.

Automated MBT has received much attention in recent years, both in academia and in in-
dustry. This interest has been stimulated by the success of model-driven development in general,
by the improved understanding of testing and formal verification as complementary activities,

∗The author’s research is funded by the EU FP7 COMPASS project under grant agreement no.287829
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-based_testing, (date: 2013-0211).
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and by the availability of efficient tool support. Indeed, when compared to conventional test-
ing approaches, MBT has proven to increase both quality and efficiency of test campaigns; we
name [21] as one example where quantitative evaluation results have been given.

In this paper the term model-based testing is used in the following, most comprehensive,
sense: the behaviour of the system under test (SUT) is specified by a model elaborated in the
same style as a model serving for development purposes. Optionally, the SUT model can be
paired with an environment model restricting the possible interactions of the environment with
the SUT. A symbolic test case generator analyses the model and specifies symbolic test cases as
logical formulas identifying model computations suitable for a certain test purpose. Constrained
by the transition relations of SUT and environment model, a solver computes concrete model
computations which are witnesses of the symbolic test cases. The inputs to the SUT obtained
from these computations are used in the test execution to stimulate the SUT. The SUT behaviour
observed during the test execution is compared against the expected SUT behaviour specified in
the original model. Both stimulation sequences and test oracles, i. e., checkers of SUT behaviour,
are automatically transformed into test procedures executing the concrete test cases in a model-
in-the-loop, software-in-the-loop, or hardware-in-the-loop configuration.

According to the MBT paradigm described here, the focus of test engineers is shifted from
test data elaboration and test procedure programming to modelling. The effort invested into
specifying the SUT model results in a return of investment, because test procedures are generated
automatically, and debugging deviations of observed against expected behaviour is considerably
facilitated because the observed test executions can be “replayed” against the model. Moreover,
V&V processes and certification are facilitated because test cases can be automatically traced
against the model which in turn reflects the complete set of system requirements.

1.2 Objectives of this Paper

The objective of this paper is to describe the capabilities of MBT tools which – according
to our experience – are fit for application in today’s industrial scale projects and which are
essential for successful MBT application in practice. The MBT application field considered here
is distributed embedded real-time systems in the avionic, automotive and railway domains. The
description refers to our tool RT-Tester2 for illustrating several aspects of MBT in practice,
and the underlying methods that helped to meet the test-related requirements from real-world
V&V campaigns. The presentation is structured according to the MBT researchers’ and tool
builders’ perspective: we describe the ingredients that, according to our experience, should be
present in industrial-strength test automation tools, in order to cope with test models of the sizes
typically encountered when testing embedded real-time systems in the automotive, avionic or
railway domains. We hope that these references to an existing tool may serve as “benchmarking
information” which may motivate other researchers to describe alternative methods and their
virtues with respect to practical testing campaigns.

2The tool has been developed by Verified Systems International in cooperation with the author’s team at the
University of Bremen. It is available free of charge for academic research, but commercial licenses have to be
obtained for industrial application. Some components (e.g., the SMT solver) will also become available as open
source.
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1.3 Outline

In Section 2 a tool introduction is given. In Section 3, MBT methods and challenges related
to modelling are discussed. Section 4 introduces a formal view on requirements, test cases and
their traceability in relation to the test model. It also discusses various test strategies and their
justification. A case study illustrating various points of our discussion of MBT is described in
Appendix A. Section 5 presents the conclusion. We give references to alternative or competing
methods and tools along the way, as suitable for the presentation.

2 A Reference MBT Tool

RT-Tester supports all test levels from unit testing to system integration testing and provides
different functions for manual test procedure development, automated test case, test data and
test procedure generation, as well as management functions for large test campaigns. The typ-
ical application scope covers (potentially safety-critical) embedded real-time systems involving
concurrency, time constraints, discrete control decisions as well as integer and floating point
data and calculations. While the tool has been used in industry for about 15 years and has
been qualified for avionic, automotive and railway control systems under test according to the
standards [33, 20, 38], the results presented here refer to more recent functionality that has been
validated during the last years in various projects from the transportation domains and are now
made available to the public.

The starting point for MBT is a concrete test model describing the expected behaviour of
the system under test (SUT) and, optionally, the behaviour of the operational environment to be
simulated in test executions by the testing environment (TE) (see Fig. 1). Models developed in a
specific formalism are transformed into some textual representation supported by the modelling
tool (usually XMI format). A model parser front-end reads the model text and creates an
internal model representation (IMR) of the abstract syntax.

A transition relation generator creates the initial state and the transition relation of the model
as an expression in propositional logic, referring to pre-and post-states. Model transformers
create additional reduced, abstracted or equivalent model representations which are useful to
speed up the test case and test data generation process.

A test case generator creates propositional formulas representing test cases built according
to a given strategy. A satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) solver calculates solutions of the test
case constraints in compliance with the transition relation. This results in concrete compu-
tation fragments yielding the time stamps and input vectors to be used in the test procedure
implementing the test case (and possibly other test cases as well). An interpreter simulating the
model in compliance with the transition relation is used to investigate concrete model executions
continuing the computation fragments calculated by the SMT solver or, alternatively, creating
new computations based on environment simulation and random data selection. An abstract
interpreter supports the SMT solver in finding solutions faster by calculating the minimum num-
ber of transition steps required to reach the goal, and by restricting the ranges of inputs and
other model variables for each state possibly leading to a solution. Finally, the test procedure
generator creates executable test procedures as required by the test execution environment by
mapping the computations derived before into time-controlled commands sending input data to
the SUT and by creating test oracles from the SUT model portion checking SUT reactions on
the fly, in dependency of the stimuli received before from the TE.
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Figure 1: Components of the RT-Tester test case/test data generator.

3 Modelling Aspects

3.1 Modelling Formalisms

It is our expectation that the ongoing discussions about suitable modelling formalisms for re-
active systems – from UML via process algebras and synchronous languages to domain-specific
languages – will not converge to a single preferred formalism in the near future. As a con-
sequence it is important to separate the test case and test data generation algorithms from
concrete modelling formalisms.

RT-Tester supports subsets of UML [24] and SysML [23] for creating test models: SUT struc-
ture is expressed by composite structure or block diagrams, and behaviour is specified by means
of state machines and operations (a small SysML-based case study is presented Appendix A).
The parser front end reads model exports from different tools in XMI format. Another parser
reads Matlab/Simulink models. For software testing, a further front end parses transition graphs
of C functions.
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The first versions of RT-Tester supported CSP [35] as modelling language, but the process-
algebraic presentation style was not accepted well by practitioners. Support for an alternative
textual formalism is currently elaborated by creating a front-end for CML [43], the COMPASS
modelling language specialised on systems of systems (SoS) design, verification and validation.
In CML, the problems preventing a wider acceptance of CSP for test modelling have been
removed.

Some formalisms are domain-specific and supported on customers’ request: in [21] automated
MBT against a timed variant of Moore Automata is described, which is used for modelling control
logic of level crossing systems.

3.2 A Sample Model

In Appendix A a case study is presented which will be used in this paper to illustrate modelling
techniques, test case generation and requirements tracing. The case study models the turn
indication and emergency flashing functions as present in modern vehicles. While this study
is just a small simplified example, a full test model of the turn indication function as realised
in Daimler Mercedes cars has been published in [26] and is available under http://www.mbt-

benchmarks.org.

3.3 Semantic Models

In addition to the internal model representation which is capable of representing abstract syntax
trees for a wide variety of formalisms, a semantic model is needed which is rich enough to encode
the different behaviours of these formalisms. As will be described in Section 4, operational
model semantics is the basis for automated test data generation, and it is also needed to specify
the conformance relation between test model and SUT, which is checked by the tests oracles
generated from the model (see below).

A wide variety of semantic models is available and suitable for test generation. Different
variants of labelled transition systems (LTS) are used for testing against process algebraic models,
like Hennessy’s acceptance tree semantics [14], the failures-divergence semantics of CSP (they
come in several variants [30]) and Timed CSP [35], the LTS used in I/O conformance test
theory [39, 40], or the Timed LTS used for the testing theory of Timed I/O Automata [37].
As an alternative to the LTS-based approach, Cavalcanti and Gaudel advocate for the Unifying
Theories of Programming [15], that are used, for example, as a semantic basis for the Circus
formalism and its testing theory [8], and for the COMPASS Modelling Language CML mentioned
above.

For our research and MBT tool building foundations we have adopted Kripke Structures,
mainly because our test generation techniques are close to techniques used in (bounded) model
checking, and many fundamental results from that area are formulated in the semantic framework
of Kripke Structures [10]. Recall that a Kripke Structure is a state transition system K =
(S,S0,R,L) with state space S, initial states S0 ⊆ S, transition relation R ⊆ S× S and labelling
function L : S→ P(AP) associating each state s with the set L(s) of atomic propositions p ∈ AP
which hold in this state. The behaviour of K is expressed by the set of computations π =
s0.s1.s2 . . . ∈ Sω , that is, the infinite sequences π of states fulfilling s0 ∈ S0 and R(si,si+1), i =
0,1,2, . . .. In contrast to LTS, Kripke Structures do not support a concept of events, these have
to be modelled by propositions becoming true when changing from one state to a successor
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state. For testing purposes, states s ∈ S are typically modelled by variable valuation functions
s : V →D where V is a set of variable symbols x mapped by s to their current value s(x) in their
appropriate domain (bool, int, float, . . . ) which is a subset of D. The variable symbols are
partitioned into V = I ∪O∪M, where I contains the input variables of the SUT, O its output
variables, and M its internal model variables which cannot be observed during tests. Concurrency
can be modelled both for the synchronous (“true parallelism”) [7] and the interleaving variants
of semantics [10, Chapter 10]. Discrete or dense time can be encoded by means of a variable t̂
denoting model execution time. For dense-time models this leads to state spaces of uncountable
size, but the abstractions of the state space according to clock regions or clock zones, as known
from Timed Automata [10] can be encoded by means of atomic propositions and lead to finite-
state abstractions.

Observe that there should be no real controversy about whether LTS or Kripke Structures
are more suitable for describing behavioural semantics of models: De Nicola and Vaandrager [22]
have shown how to construct property-preserving transformations of LTS into Kripke Structures
and vice versa.

3.4 Conformance Relations

Conformance relations specify the correctness properties of a SUT by comparing its actual be-
haviour observed during test executions to the possible behaviours specified by the model. A
wide variety of conformance relations are known. For Mealy automata models, Chow used
an input/output-based equivalence relation which amounted to isomorphism between minimal
automata representing specification and implementation models [9]. in the domain of process
algebras Hennessy and De Nicola introduced the relation of testing equivalence which related
specification process behaviour to SUT process behaviour [11]. For Lotus, this concept was
explored in depth by Brinksma [6], Peleska and Siegel showed that it could be equally well ap-
plied for CSP and its refinement relations [25], and Schneider extended these results to Timed
CSP [34]. Tretmans introduced the concept of I/O conformance [39]. Vaandrager et. al. used
bi-similarity as a testing relation between timed automata representing specification and im-
plementation [37]. All these conformance relations have in common, that they are defined on
the model semantics, that is, as relations between computations admissible for specification and
implementation, respectively.

Conformance in the synchronous deterministic case. For our Kripke structures, a simple
variant of I/O conformance suffices for a surprisingly wide range of applications: for every trace3

s0.s1 . . .sn identified for test purposes in the model, the associated test execution trace s′0.s
′
1 . . .s

′
n

should have the same length and satisfy

∀i ∈ {0, . . . ,n} : si|I∪O∪{t̂} = s′i|I∪O∪{t̂}

that is, the observable input and output values, as well as the time stamps should be identical.
This very simple notion of conformance is justified for the following scenarios of reactive

systems testing: (1) The SUT is non-blocking on its input interfaces, (2) the most recent value
passed along output interfaces can always be queried in the testing environment, (3) each con-
current component is deterministic, and (4) the synchronous concurrency semantics applies. At

3Traces are finite prefixes of computations.
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first glance, these conditions may seem rather restrictive, but there is a wide variety of practical
test applications where they apply: many SUT never refuse inputs, since they communicate via
shared variables, dual-ported ram, or non-blocking state-based protocols4. Typical hardware-in-
the-loop testing environments always keep the current output values of the SUT in memory for
evaluation purposes, so that even message-based interfaces can be accessed as shared variables
in memory (additionally, test events may be generated when an output message of the SUT
actually arrives in the test environment (TE). For safety-critical applications the control deci-
sions of each sequential sub-component of the SUT must be deterministic, so that the concept
of may tests [14], where a test trace may or may not be refused by the SUT does not apply. As a
consequence, the complexity and elegance of testing theories handling non-deterministic internal
choice and associated refusal sets and unpredictable outputs of the SUT are not applicable for
these types of systems. Finally, synchronous systems are widely used for local control appli-
cations, such as, for example, PLC controllers or computers adhering to the cyclic processing
paradigm.

In RT-Tester this conformance relation is practically applied, for example, when testing
software generated from SCADE models [12]: the SCADE tool and its modelling language
adhere to the synchronous paradigm. The software operates in processing cycles. Each cycle
starts with reading input data from global variables shared with the environment; this is followed
by internal processing steps, and the output variables are updated at the end of the cycle. Time
t̂ is a discrete abstraction corresponding to a counter of processing cycles.

Conformance in presence of non-determinism. For distributed control systems the syn-
chronous paradigm obviously no longer applies, and though single sequential SUT components
will usually still act in a deterministic way, their outputs will interleave non-deterministically
with those of others executing in a concurrent way. Moreover, certain SUT outputs may change
non-deterministically over a period of time, because the exact behavioural specification is un-
available. These aspects are supported in RT-Tester in the following ways.

• All SUT output interfaces y are associated with (1) an acceptable deviation εy from the
accepted value (so any observed value s′(y) deviating from the expected value s(y) by
|s′(y)− s(y)| ≤ ε is acceptable), (2) an admissible latency δ 0

y (so any observed value s′(y)

for the expected value s(y) is not timed out as long as s′(t̂)−s(t̂)≤ δ 0
y , and (3) an acceptable

time δ 1
y for early changes of y (so s(t̂)− s′(t̂)≤ δ 1

y is still acceptable).

• A time-bounded non-deterministic assignment statement y = UNDEF(t,c) stating that y’s
valuation is arbitrary for a duration of t time units, after which it should assume value c

(with an admissible deviation and an admissible delay).

• A model transformation turning the SUT model into a test oracle: it

– extends the variable space by one additional output variable y′ per SUT output y∈O,

– adds one concurrent checker component Oy per SUT output signal, operating on y
and y′,

– adds one concurrent component P processing the timed input output trace as ob-
served during the test execution, with observed SUT outputs written to y′ (instead
of y),

4In the avionic domain, for example, the sampling mode of the AFDX protocol [1] allows to transmit messages
in non-blocking mode, so that the receiver always reads the most recent data value.
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c0

c1

. . . 

c0

c01

c1

[x > 0]/

y = y + x;

a = 2 ⇤ y;

[x > 0]/

y = y + x;

. . . 

[z == 1]/

a = 0;

[z0 == 1]/

a = 0;

x : input
y, z: SUT model outputs
y0, z0: observed SUT outputs
a : internal model variable

Ci Ci

[|y0 � y|  "y]/

a = 2 ⇤ y;

Figure 2: Example of original SUT component Ci and transformed component Ci.

– transforms each concurrent SUT component Ci into Ci.

This is described in more detail in the next paragraphs.

The transformed SUT components Ci operate as sketched in the example shown in Fig. 2.
Every write of Ci to some output y is performed in Ci as well, Ci however, waits for the corre-
sponding output value y′ observed during test execution to change until it fits to the expected
value of y (guard condition |y′− y| ≤ ε). This helps to adjust to small admissible delays of in
the expected change of y′ observed in the test: the causal relation “a is written after y has been
changed is preserved in this way. If Ci uses another output z (written, for example, by a concur-
rent component C j) in a guard condition, it is replaced by variable z′ containing the observed
output during test execution. This helps to check for correctness of relative time distances like
“output w is written 10ms after z has been changed”, if the actual output on z′ is delayed by an
admissible amount of time.

The concurrent test oracles Oy operate as shown in Fig. 3: If some component Ci writes to
an expected output y, the oracle traverses into control state s2. If the corresponding observed
output y′ is also adjusted in P, such that |y′− y| ≤ εy holds before δ 0

y time units have elapsed,
the change to y′ is accepted and the oracle transits to s0. Otherwise the oracle transits into the
error state. If the observed value changes unexpectedly above threshold εy, the oracle changes
into location s3. If the expected value y also changes shortly afterwards, this means that the
SUT was just some admissible time earlier than expected according to the model, and the change
is monitored via state s2 as before. If y, however, does not change for at least δ 1

y time units, we
have uncovered an illegal output change of the SUT and transit into the error state.

A test execution (that is, an input/output trace) performed with the SUT conforms to the
model if and only if the transformed model accepts the test execution processed by P in the
sense that none of the oracles transits into an error state. RT-Tester uses this conformance
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s0

s1

error

s2 s3

after(t)

[y 6= y0]/

y0 = y;

[|y � y0| > "y ^ y = y0]

[y 6= y0]/

y0 = y;

after(�1y)after(�0y)

y: expected value
y0: last expected value
y0: observed value
"y: admissible deviation for y
�0y: admissible latency for y
�1y: admissible time for early changes of y0

�1y < �0y

UNDEF(t, c)/

y = c;
[|y � y0|  "y]

Figure 3: Test oracle component observing one SUT output interface y.

relation for hardware-in-the-loop system testing, as, for example, in the tests of the automotive
controller network supporting the turn indication function in Daimler Mercedes vehicles [26].

3.5 Test-Modelling Related Challenges

With suitable test models available, test efficiency and test quality are improved in a considerable
way. The elaboration of a model, however, can prove to be a major hurdle for the success of
MBT in practice.

1. If complex models have to be completed before testing can start, this induces an unac-
ceptable delay for the proper test executions.

2. For complex SUT, like systems of systems, test models need to abstract from a large amount
of detail, because otherwise the resulting test model would become unmanageable.

3. The required skills for test engineers writing test models are significantly higher than for
test engineers writing sequential test procedures.

We expect that problem 1 will be solved in the future by incremental model development,
where test suites with increasing coverage and error detection capabilities can be run between
model increments. The current methods based on sequential state machines as described by
[41] may be extended to partially automated approaches where test model designers provide –
apart from interface descriptions – initial architectural frames and suggestions for internal state
variables, and automated machine learning takes these information into account. Furthermore,
the explicit state machine construction may be complemented by incremental elaboration of
transition relations: as pointed out by [27] for the purpose of test data generation, concurrent
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real-time models with complex state space are often better expressed by means of their transition
relation than by explicit concurrent state machines. Promising attempts to construct test models
in an incremental way from actual observations obtained during SUT simulations or experiments
with the actual SUT indicate that test model development can profit from “re-engineering” SUT
properties or model fragments from observations [29].

The problem of model complexity can be overcome by introducing contracts for the con-
stituent systems of a large system of systems. This type of abstractions is investigated, for
example, in the COMPASS project5.

With respect to the third problem it is necessary to point out in management circles that
competent testing requires the same skills as competent software development. So if modelling
skills are required for model-driven software and system development, these skills are required
for test engineers as well.

4 Requirements, Test Cases and Trustworthy Test Strategies

4.1 Requirements

If a test model has been elaborated in an adequate way, it will reflect the requirements to be
tested. At first glance, however, it may not be obvious to identify the model portions contributing
to a given requirement. Formally speaking, a requirement is reflected by certain computations
π = s0.s1.s2 . . . of the model. Computations can be identified, for example, by some variant of
temporal logic, and we use Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [10, Chapter 3] for this purpose6.

Consider, for example, requirement REQ-001 (Flashing requires sufficient voltage) from the
sample application specified in Appendix A, Table 1. It can be readily expressed in LTL as

G(Voltage≤ 80⇒ X(¬(FlashLeft∨FlashRight) U Voltage > 80)) (1)

This is a black-box specification: it only refers to input and output interfaces of the SUT
and is valid without any model. With a model at hand, however, the specification can be
slightly simplified, because the relevant SUT reactions have been captured by state machine
OUTPUT CTRL (see Fig. 8)7.

G(Voltage≤ 80⇒ X(Idle U Voltage > 80))

In control state Idle the indication lights are never activated. Now the computations contributing
to REQ-001 are exactly the ones finally fulfilling the premise Voltage ≤ 80, where the effect of
the requirement may become visible, that is,

F(Voltage≤ 80)

It is unnecessary to specify the effects of the requirement in this formula, because we are only
considering valid model computations, and the effect is encoded in the model.

5http://www.compass-research.eu
6Recall that LTL uses 4 path operators: Gφ (globally φ) states that φ holds in every state of the computation.

Fφ (finally φ) states that φ holds in some computation state. Xφ states that φ holds in the next state following
the computation state under consideration. φ U ψ states that finally ψ will hold in a computation state and φ
fill hold in all previous states (if any).

7Control states are encoded as Boolean variables in the model state space, Idle = true means that state machine
OUTPUT CTRL is in control state Idle.
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Observe that the application of LTL to characterise model computations associated with
a requirement differs from its utilisation for black-box specification as in formula (1), where
the behaviour required along those computations has to be specified in the formula, and only
interface variables of the system may be referenced. It also differs from the application of
temporal logics in property checking, where either all (a required property) or no computations
(a requirements violation) of the model should fulfil the formula.

Referring to internal model elements frequently simplifies the formulas for characterising
computations. Requirement REQ-002 (Flashing with 340ms/320ms on-off periods), for example,
is witnessed by all computations satisfying (see Fig.9)

F(OFF∧XON) (2)

4.2 Requirements Tracing to the Model

The SysML modelling formalism [23] provides syntactic means to identify requirements in the
model. In Fig.9, for example, the transitions ON→ OFF and OFF→ ON realise the flashing
period specified by REQ-002. This is documented by means of the «satisfy» relation drawn
from the transitions to the requirement. The interpretation of this relation is that every model
computation finally covering one of the two transitions or both contributes to the requirement.
Since computations cover OFF→ ON if and only if they fulfil F(OFF∧XON), the «satisfy»
relation from ON→OFF to REQ-002 is redundant. Other examples for such simple relationships
between model elements an requirements are shown in the state machine depicted in Fig 7.
Formally speaking, these simple relationships are of the type

F〈State Formula〉 (3)

where the state formula expresses the condition that a model element related to the requirement
is covered: for REQ-002, the formula (2) can be expressed in the form (3) as

F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320

Here tOFF denotes the timer variable that stores the current time whenever control state OFF is
entered and t̂ is the current model execution time, so (t̂−tOFF) expresses the fact that the relative
time event after(320ms) has occurred. In this case the transition OFF→ ON must be taken,
since UML/SysML state machine priority assigns higher priority to lower-level transitions: even
if transitions FLASHING→ FLASHING or FLASHING→ Idle of the state machine in Fig. 8
are enabled, transition OFF→ON has higher priority because it resides in the sub-maschine of
FLASHING.

Evaluations of system requirements in the automotive domain (in cooperation with Daim-
ler) have shown that approximately 80% of requirements are reflected by model computations
satisfying

F

(
h∨

i=0

φi

)

where the φi are state formulas, each one expressing coverage of a single model element.
About 20% of system requirements require more complex witnesses, whose LTL specification

involve nested path operators and state formulas referring to model elements, variable valuations
and time. For these situations, we use constraints containing the more complex LTL formulas,
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and the constraints are linked to their associated requirements by means of the «satisfy» relation.
Table 2 lists the requirements of the case study captured in Table 1, and associates the constraints
characterising the witness traces for each requirement.

4.3 Test Cases

Since tests must terminate after a finite number of steps, they consist of traces ι = s0 . . .sk
probing prefixes of relevant model computations π = s0 . . .sk.sk+1 . . .. If π is a witness for some
requirement R characterised by LTL formula φ , a suitable test case ι has to be constructed in
a way that at least does not violate φ while transiting through states s0 . . .sk, even though φ
will be violated by many possible extensions of ι . This problem is well-understood from the
field of bounded model checking (BMC), and Biere et. al. [3, 4] introduced a step semantics
for evaluating LTL formulas on finite model traces. To this end, expression 〈ϕ〉k−i

i states that
formula ϕ holds in state si of a trace of length k + 1. For the operators of LTL, their semantics
can then be specified inductively by8

• 〈G ϕ〉k0 =
∧k

i=0〈ϕ〉k−i
i (Gφ is not violated on ι = s0 . . .sk)

• 〈X ϕ〉k−i
i = 〈ϕ〉k−i−1

i+1

• 〈ϕ U ψ〉k−i
i = 〈ψ〉k−i

i ∨ (〈ϕ〉k−i
i ∧〈ϕ U ψ〉k−i−1

i+1 ), 〈Fψ〉k−i
i = 〈true U ψ〉k−i

i

Using this bounded step semantics, each LTL formula can be transformed into formulas of
the type

tc≡ J(s0)∧
n∧

i=0

Φ(si,si+1)∧G(s0, . . . ,sn+1) (4)

which we call symbolic test cases9 and which can be handled by the SMT solver. Conjunct
J(s0) characterises the current model state s0 from where the next test objective represented
by some LTL formula φ should be covered. This formula has to be translated into a predicate
G(s0, . . . ,sn+1), using the semantic rules listed above. Predicate Φ is the transition relation of
the model, and conjunct

∧n
i=0 Φ(si,si+1) ensures that the solution of G(s0, . . . ,sn+1) results in a

valid trace of the model, starting from s0.

Example 1. Consider LTL formula

φ ≡ (x = 0)U(y > 0∧X(Gz = 1))

and suppose we are looking for a witness trace ι = s0 . . .sn . . . with a length of at least n + 1 or
longer. Then the SMT solver is activated with the following BMC instances to solve.
In step 0, try solving

bmc0 ≡
(

n∧

i=0

Φ(si,si+1)

)
∧ s0(y) > 0∧

(
n+1∧

i=1

si(z) = 1

)

8The semantics presented in [4] has been simplified for our purposes. In [4], the authors consider possible cycles
in the transition graph which are reachable within a bounded number of steps from s0. This is used to prove the
existence of witnesses for formulas whose validity can only be proven on infinite paths. For testing purposes, we
are only dealing with finite traces anyway; this leads to the slightly simplified bounded step semantics presented
here.

9In the context of BMC, these formulas are called bounded model checking instances.
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If this succeeds we are done: the solution of bmc0 is a legal trace ι of the model, since Φ(si,si+1)
holds for each pair of consecutive states in ι . Formula φ holds on ι because y > 0 is true in s0
and z = 1 holds for states s1 . . .sn+1, so the right-hand side operand of U is fulfilled in the initial
state of this trace.

Otherwise we try to get a witness for the following formula in step 1.

bmc1 ≡
(

n∧

i=0

Φ(si,si+1)

)
∧ s0(x) = 0∧ s1(y) > 0∧

(
n+1∧

i=2

si(z) = 1

)

If no solution exists we continue with step 2.

bmc2 ≡
(

n∧

i=0

Φ(si,si+1)

)
∧ s0(x) = 0∧ s1(x) = 0∧ s2(y) > 0∧

(
n+1∧

i=3

si(z) = 1

)

and so on, until a solution is found or no solution of length n + 1 is feasible. �
While LTL formulas are well-suited to specify computations fulfilling a wide variety of con-

straints, it has to be noted that it is also capable of defining properties of computations that
will never be tested in practice, because they can only be verified on infinite computations and
not on finite trace prefixes thereof (e.g., fairness properties). It is therefore desirable to identify
a subset of LTL formulas that are tailored to the testers’ needs for specifying finite traces with
certain properties. This subset is called SafetyLTL and has been introduced in [36]. It is suitable
for defining safety properties of computations, that is, properties that can always be falsified on
a finite computation prefix. The SafetyLTL subset of LTL can be syntactically characterised as
follows.

• Negation is only allowed before atomic propositions (so-called negation normal form).

• Disjunction ∨ and conjunction ∧ are always allowed.

• Next operators X, globally operators G and weakly-until operators W are allowed10.

• Semantically equivalent formulas also belong to SafetyLTL.

Concrete test data is created by solving constraints of the type displayed in Equation (4)
using the integrated SMT solver SONOLAR [27]. Finally the test procedure generator takes
the solutions calculated by the SMT solver and turns them into stimulation sequences, that is,
timed input traces to the SUT. Moreover, the test procedure generator creates test oracles from
the model components describing the SUT behaviour.

In requirements-driven testing, G(s0, . . . ,sn+1) specifies traces that are witnesses of a certain
requirement R. Indeed, Formula (4) specifies an equivalence class of traces that are suitable for
testing R. In model-driven testing, G(s0, . . . ,sn+1) specifies traces that are suitable for covering
certain portions (control states, transitions, interfaces, . . . ) of the model. In the paragraphs
below it will be explained how requirements-driven and model-driven testing are related to each
other.

10Recall that the weakly-until operator is defined as φ W ψ ≡def (φ U ψ)∨Gφ , and that the until operator can
be expressed by φ U ψ ≡ (φ W ψ)∧Fψ.
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4.4 Model Coverage Test Cases

Since adequate test models express all SUT requirements to be tested, it is reasonable to specify
and perform test cases achieving model coverage. As we have seen above, a behavioural model
element (state machine control state, transition, operation, . . . ) is covered by a trace ι = s0 . . .sk,
if the element’s behaviour is exercised during some transition si → si+1. For a control state c
this means that si+1(c) = true, and, consequently, the state’s entry action (if any) is executed.
For a transition this means that its firing condition becomes true in some si. Operations f are
covered when they are associated with actions of covered states or transitions executing f .

There exists a wide variety of model coverage strategies, many of them are discussed in [42].
The standards for safety-critical systems development and V&V have only recently started to
consider the model-driven development and V&V paradigm. It seems that the avionic stan-
dard RTCA DO-178C [32] is currently the most advanced with respect to model-based systems
engineering. It requires to achieve operation coverage, transition coverage, decision coverage,
and equivalence class and boundary value coverage, when verifying design models [31, Table
MB.6-1]. Neither the standard, nor [42], however, elaborate on coverage of timing conditions
(e.g., clock zones in Time Automata) or the coverage of execution state vectors of concurrent
model components.

In RT-Tester, the following model coverage criteria are currently implemented: (1) basic
control state coverage, (2) transition coverage, MC/DC coverage, (3) hierarchic transition cov-
erage11 with or without MC/DC coverage, (4) equivalence class and boundary value coverage,
(5) basic control state pairs coverage, (6) interface coverage and (7) block coverage.

Basic control state pairs coverage exercises all feasible control state combinations of concur-
rent state machines in writer-reader relationship. The equivalence class coverage technique in
combination with basic control state pairs coverage also produces a (not necessarily complete)
coverage of clock zones.

Each of these coverage criteria can be specified by means of LTL formulas or, equivalently,
BMC instances.

Example 2. For state machine FLASH CTRL (Fig. 6), the hierarchic transition coverage is
achieved by test cases

tc1 ≡ F(EMER OFF∧EmerFlash)

tc2 ≡ F(EMER ACTIVE∧TurnIndLvr 6= 0∧
((TurnIndLvr = 1) 6= Left1∨ (TurnIndLvr = 2) 6= Right1))

tc3 ≡ F(EMER ACTIVE∧ (Left1∨Right1)∧TurnIndLvr = 0)

tc4 ≡ F(TURN IND OVERRIDE∧TurnIndLvr = 0)

tc5 ≡ F(¬EmerFlash∧EMER ACTIVE∧
((TurnIndLvr 6= 0∧TurnIndLvr = Left1∨TurnIndLvr = Right1)∨
(TurnIndLvr = 0∧¬(Left1∨Right1)))

tc6 ≡ F(¬EmerFlash∧TURN IND OVERRIDE∧TurnIndLvr 6= 0)

�
11This applies to higher-level transitions of hierarchic state machines: they are exercised several times with as

many subordinate control states as possible.
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4.5 Automated Compilation of Traceability Data

Having identified the test cases suitable for model coverage, these can be related to requirements
in an automated way.

• If requirement R is linked to model elements by «satisfy» relationships, then the test cases
covering these elements are automatically related to R.

• If requirement R is characterised by a LTL formula φ not directly related to model elements,
we proceed as follows.

– Transform φ into disjunctive normal form φ ≡∨m
i=0 φi and associate test cases for each

φi separately.

– Each test case tc≡ ψ derived from the model is related to R, if ψ ⇒ φi holds.

– If test case tc ≡ ψ is neither stronger nor weaker than the requirement in the sense
that ψ ∧φi has a solution, add a new test case tc′ ≡ ψ ∧φi and relate tc′ to R.

– If at least one of two test cases tc1 ≡ Fψ1 and tc2 ≡ Fψ2 implies the requirement and
tc′ ≡ F(ψ1∧ψ2) has a solution, add tc′ to the test case database and trace it to R.

Example 3. Consider requirement REQ-002 (Flashing with 340ms/320ms on-off periods) of
the example from Table 1. It is characterised by covering transitions ON→OFF and OFF→ON
(see Table 2). By tracing these transitions back to model coverage test cases, the following cases
can be identified, and these trace back to REQ-002.

tc7 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320)

tc8 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320∧TurnIndLvr = 1)

tc9 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320∧TurnIndLvr = 2)

tc10 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320∧EMER ACTIVE)

tc11 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320∧TURN IND OVERRIDE)

�
The test cases listed here are only a subset of the complete list that traces back to REQ-

002. Test cases tc8, tc9 result from combining interface coverage on SUT input TurnIndLvr
with coverage of the OFF→ON. Cases tc10, tc11 result from combining basic control state pairs
coverage with the transition coverage. Test case tc7 is redundant if any of the others is performed.
It is quite obvious that the test case generation technique defined above runs into combinatorial
explosion problems. Even for the small sample system discussed here, the list of test cases from
Example 3 could be extended by

tc12 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320∧EMER ACTIVE∧TurnIndLvr = 0)

tc13 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320∧EMER ACTIVE∧TurnIndLvr = 1)

tc14 ≡ F(OFF∧ (t̂− tOFF)≥ 320∧EMER ACTIVE∧TurnIndLvr = 2)

. . .

4.6 Test Case Selection According to Criticality

It is quite obvious that the number of test cases related to a requirement can become quite vast,
and that some of the test cases investigate more specific situations than others. This problem
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is closely related to the problem of exhaustive testing which will be discussed below. Since an
exhaustive execution of all test case combinations related to a requirement will be impossible
for fair-sized systems, a justified reduction of the potentially applicable test cases to a smaller
collection is required. In the case of safety-critical systems development, such a justification
should conform to the standards applicable for V&V of these systems.

In the case of avionic systems, the RTCA DO-178C standard [32] requires structural tests
with respect to data and control coupling and full requirements coverage through testing, but
does not specify when a requirement has been verified with a sufficient number of test cases.
Instead, the standard gives test end criteria by setting code coverage goals, the coverage to be
achieved depending on the SUT’s criticality [31, MB.C-7]: for assurance level 1 systems (highest
criticality), MC/DC coverage has to be achieved, for level 2 decision coverage, and for level 3
statement coverage. For levels 4 and 5, only high-level requirements have to be covered without
setting any code coverage goals, and for assurance level 5 the requirement to test data and
control coupling is dropped.

As a consequence, the model-based test case coverage can be tuned according to the code
coverage achieved, whenever the source code is available and the assurance level is in 1 — 3:
start with basic control state coverage cases related to the requirement, increase coverage by
adding hierarchic and MC/DC coverage test cases until the required code coverage is achieved.
Add interface and basic control state pairs coverage cases until the data and control coupling
coverage has been achieved as well. For levels 4 or 5, no discussion is necessary, since here any
“reasonable” test case assignment to each high-level requirement is acceptable, due to the low
criticality of the SUT.

When MBT is applied on system level, however, it will generally be infeasible to measure
code coverage achieved during system tests. For systems of systems, in particular, system-level
tests will never cover any significant amount of code coverage, and the coverage values achieved
will not be obtainable in most cases, both for technical and for security reasons. Here we suggest
to proceed as follows.

• For assurance level 3, exercise

– interface tests – this ensures verification of data and control coupling,

– basic control state coverage test cases,

– refine these test cases tc ≡ ψ only if requirements have stricter characterisations φi;
in this case add tc′ ≡ ψ ∧φi.

• For assurance level 2, follow the same pattern, but use transition coverage test cases.

• For assurance level 1, exercise

– interface tests,

– basic control state pairs coverage test cases to refine the data and control coupling
tests (recall that these test cases stem from writer-reader analyses),

– MC/DC coverage test cases in combination with hierarchic transition coverage,

– first-level refinements of test cases related to requirements as illustrated in Example 3,

– second level refinements (as in test cases tc12, tc13, tc14 above), if the additional con-
juncts have direct impact on the requirement.

Following these rules, and supposing that our sample system were of assurance level 1, the test
cases displayed in Example 3 would be necessary. Test cases tc12, tc13, tc14, however, would not
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be required, since the TurnIndLvr has no impact on REQ-002 according to the model: the risk of
a hidden impact of this interface on the requirement has already been taken into account when
testing tc8, tc9.

4.6.1 Test Strategies Proving Conformance

An alternative for justifying test strategies consists in proving that they will finally converge
to an exhaustive test suite establishing some conformance relation between model and SUT.
This approach has a long tradition: one of the first contributions in this field was Chow’s W-
Method [9] applicable for minimal state machines, which was generalised and extended into
many directions, so that even in the core of the exhaustive test strategy for timed automata [37]
some argument from the W-Method is used.

Though execution of exhaustive test suites will generally be infeasible in practice, convergence
to exhaustive test suites ensures that new test cases added to the suite will really increase the
assurance level by a positive amount: intuitively designed test strategies often do not possess
this property, because additional test cases may just re-test SUT aspects already covered by
existing ones.

The known exhaustive strategies typically operate on finite data types (discrete events, or
variables with data ranges that can easily be enumerated). It is an interesting research challenge
whether similar results can be obtained in presence of large data types, if application of equiv-
alence class partitioning is justified. In [13] the authors formalise the concept of equivalence
class partitioning and prove that exhaustive suites can be constructed for white-box test situa-
tions. In [18] this approach is currently generalised within the COMPASS project with respect
to black-box testing and semantic models that are more general than the one underlying the
results presented in [13].

4.7 Challenges to Test Case Generation and Test Strategy Design

The size of SoS state spaces implies that exhaustive investigation of the complete concrete state
space will certainly be infeasible. We suggest to tackle this problem by two orthogonal strategies,
as is currently investigated in the COMPASS project [17].

• On constituent system level, different behaviours associated with the same local mission
threads12 will be comprised in equivalence classes. This reduces the complexity problem
for SoS system testing to covering combinations of classes of constituent system behaviours
instead of sequences of concrete state vector combinations.

• On SoS system level, “relevant” class combinations are identified by means of different
variants of impact analysis, such as data flow analyses or investigation of contractual
dependencies. Behaviours of constituent systems which do not affect the relevant class
combinations under consideration will be selected according to the principle of orthogo-
nal arrays [28], because this promises an effective combinatorial distribution of unrelated
behaviours exercised concurrently with the critical ones.

Apart from size and complexity, SoS present another challenge, because they typically change
their configuration dynamically during run-time. The dynamic adaptation of test objectives is

12Mission threads are end-to-end tests; in the context described here, mission threads are executed on constituent
system level.
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particularly relevant for run-time acceptance testing of changing SoS configurations. In contrast
to development models for SoS, however, we only have to consider bounded changes of SoS
configurations, because every test suite can only consider a bounded number of configurations
anyway. It remains to investigate how to determine configurations possessing sufficient error
detection strength. Results from the field of mutation testing will help to determine this strength
in a systematic and measurable way.

A further problem for systems of SoS complexity is presented by the fact that not every
behaviour can be full captured in the model, which results in under-specification and non-
determinism. Test strategy elaboration in presence of this problem be achieved in the following
way.

• The SoS system behaviour is structured into several top-level operational modes. It is
expected that switching between these modes can be performed in a deterministic way for
normal behaviour tests: it is unlikely that SoS performing operational mode changes only
on a random basis are acceptable and “testworthy”.

• Entry into failure modes is non-deterministic, but can be initiated in a deterministic way
for test purposes by means of pre-planned failure injections.

• The behaviour in each operational mode is not completely deterministic, but can be cap-
tured by sets of constraints governing the acceptable computations in each mode. Test
oracles will therefore no longer check for explicit output traces of the SUT but for compli-
ance of the traces observed with the constraints applicable in each mode.

• For test stimulation purposes the SMT solver computes sequences of feasible mode switches
and the test data provoking these switches.

• Incremental test model elaboration can be performed by adding constraints identified dur-
ing test observations to the modes where they are applicable. To this end, techniques from
machine learning seem to be promising.

Justification of test strategies will be performed by proving that they will “converge” to
exhaustive tests proving some compliance relation between SUT and reference model.

5 Conclusion

In this article several aspects of industrial-strength model-based testing and its underlying meth-
ods have been presented. A reference tool has been described, so that the presentation may serve
as a benchmark for alternative tools capable of handling test campaigns of equal or even higher
complexity. Readers are invited to join the discussion on suitable benchmarks for MBT tools –
initial suggestions on benchmarking can be found in [26] – and to contribute case studies and
models to the MBT benchmark website http://www.mbt-benchmarks.org.

A further topic beyond the scope of this paper is of considerable importance for tool builders:
MBT tools automating test campaigns for safety-relevant systems have to be qualified, and stan-
dards like RTCA DO-178C [32] for the avionic domain, CENELEC EN650128 [38] for the railway
domain, and ISO 26262 [19] for the automotive domain have rather precise policies about how
tool qualification can be obtained. A detailed comparison between tool qualification require-
ments of these standards is presented in [16], and it is described in [5] how tool qualification has
been obtained for RT-Tester. We believe that the complexity of the algorithms required in MBT
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tools justifies that effort is spent on their qualification, so that their automated application will
not mask errors of the SUT due to undetected failures in the tool.
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A Case Study: Turn Indication Control Function

As a case study we consider the turn indication function of a vehicle providing left/right in-
dication and emergency flashing by means of exterior lights flashing with a given frequency.
Left/right indication is switched on by means of the turn indicator lever with its positions 0
(neutral), 1 (left), and 2(right). Emergency flashing is controlled by means of a switch with
positions 0 (off) and 1 (on). Activating the indication lights is subject to the condition that the
available voltage is sufficiently high. The requirements for the turn indication function are as
shown in Table 1.

The SysML test model for this system structured into TE and SUT blocks, as shown in
Fig. 4. The interfaces shown in this diagram are the observable SUT outputs and writable
inputs that may be accessed by the TE. RT-Tester allows for SysML properties and signal
events to be exchanged between SUT and TE model components. The tool provides interface
modules mapping their valuations onto concrete software or hardware interfaces and vice versa.
In a software integration test the turn indication lever values and the status of the emergency
switch may be passed to the SUT, for example, by means of shared variables. The SUT outputs
(left-hand side lamps on/off, right-hand side lamps on/off) can also be represented by Boolean
output variables of the SUT. In a HW/SW integration test interface modules would map the
turn indication lever status and the emergency flash button to discrete inputs to the SUT. In a
system integration test the actual voltage and the current placed by the SUT on the indication
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Table 1: Requirements of the turn indication control system

Requirement Description

REQ-001 Flashing requires sufficient
voltage

Indication lights are only active, if the electrical voltage (input Voltage)
is > 80% of the nominal voltage.

REQ-002 Flashing with
340ms/320ms on-off periods

If any lights are flashing, this is done synchronously with a 340ms ON –
320ms OFF period.

REQ-003 Switch on turn indication
left

An input change from turn indication lever state TurnIndLvr = 0 or 2
to TurnIndLvr = 1 switches indication lights left (output FlashLeft) into
flashing mode and switches indication lights right (output FlashRight)
off.

REQ-004 Switch on turn indication
right

An input change from turn indication lever state TurnIndLvr = 0 or 1
to TurnIndLvr = 2 switches indication lights right (output FlashRight)
into flashing mode and switches indication lights left (output FlashLeft)
off.

REQ-005 Emergency flashing on
overrides left/right flashing

An input change from EmerFlash = 0 to EmerFlash = 1 switches indi-
cation lights left (output FlashLeft) and right (output FlashRight) into
flashing mode, regardless of any previously activated turn indication.

REQ-006 Left-/right flashing over-
rides emergency flashing

Activation of the turn indication left or right overrides emergency flash-
ing, if the latter has been activated before.

REQ-007 Resume emergency flash-
ing

If turn indication left or right is switched off and emergency flashing is
still active, emergency flashing is continued or resumed, respectively.

REQ-008 Resume turn indication
flashing

If emergency flashing is turned off and turn indication left or right is still
active, the turn indication is continued or resumed, respectively.

REQ-009 Tip flashing If turn indication left or right is switched off before three flashing periods
have elapsed, the turn indication will continue until three on-off periods
have been performed.
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Figure 4: Interface between TE and SUT.

lamps would be measured. The interface abstraction required for the test level is specified by a
signal map that associates abstract SysML model interfaces with concrete interfaces of the test
equipment.

The structural view on the SUT has to be decomposed further, until each block is associated
with a sequential behaviour. For the case study discussed here, the SUT is further decomposed
into two concurrent functions as depicted in Fig. 5. Functional component FLASH CTRL per-
forms the decisions about left/right indication or emergency flashing. The decision is communi-
cated to component OUTPUT CTRL by means of internal interface Left (flashing on left-hand
side indication lights if Left = 1) and Right (flashing on right-hand side indication lights if Right
= 1). Block OUTPUT CTRL controls the flashing cycles and switches off indication lamps if
the voltage gets too low. The FLASH CONTROL component operates as follows.

• As long as the emergency flash switch has not been activated, Left/Right are set according

Figure 5: Functional decomposition of the SUT.
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Figure 6: State machine controlling left/right and emergency flashing.

to the turn indication lever status. This is specified in do activity doEmerOff.

• As soon as the emergency flash switch EmerFlash is switched on, Left/Right are set as
specified in sub-state machine EMER ON (Fig 7).

• When entering EMER ON, Left/Right are both set to true and the state machine remains
in control state EMER ACTIVE.

• When the turn indication lever is changed to left or right position, emergency flashing is
overridden, and left/right indication is performed.

• Emergency flashing is resumed if the turn indication lever is switched into neutral position.

Function OUTPUT CTRL sets the SUT output interfaces FlashLeft and FlashRight (Fig. 8
and 9). The indication lamps are switched according to the internal interface state Left/Right, if
the voltage is greater than 80% of the nominal voltage. After the lamps have been on for 340ms,
they are switched off and stay so until 320ms have passed. A counter FlashCtr is maintained:
if the turn indication lever is switched from left or right back to the neutral position before 3
flashing periods have been performed, left/right indication will remain active until the end of
these 3 periods.
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Figure 7: Decomposition of control state EMER ON.

Table 2: Requirements and associated constraints identifying witness computations.

Requirement Constraint

REQ-001 Flashing requires sufficient voltage «Constraint» F(Voltage≤ 80)

REQ-002 Flashing with 340ms/320ms on-off
periods

«Transition» ON→OFF «Transition» OFF→ON

REQ-003 Switch on turn indication left «Constraint» F(FlashLeft = 1∧FlashRight = 0)

REQ-004 Switch on turn indication right «Constraint» F(FlashLeft = 0∧FlashRight = 1)

REQ-005 Emergency flashing on overrides
left/right flashing

«Constraint» F(EMER OFF∧TurnIndLvr > 0∧EmerFlash)

REQ-006 Left-/right flashing overrides emer-
gency flashing

«Atomic State» TURN IND OVERRIDE

REQ-007 Resume emergency flashing «Transition»TURN IND OVERRIDE→ EMER ACTIVE

REQ-008 Resume turn indication flashing «Constraint»
F(EMER ACTIVE∧¬EmerFlash∧TurnIndLvr > 0)

REQ-009 Tip flashing «Constraint»
F(Voltage > 80 ∧ ¬(Left ∨ Right) ∧ Left1 + Right1 =
1∧FlashCtr < 3)
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Figure 8: State machine switching indication lights.

Figure 9: Decomposition of control state FLASHING.
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The presentation describes experiences of applying model-based testing to LTE Radio Base Station.
The presentation shows results from MBT project which was carried out at the organization in Eric-
sson, which is responsible for integration and verification of LTE Radio Access Network. The ”LTE,
Long Term Evolution, is the next generation mobile network beyond 3G. LTE Radio Access Network
consists of LTE Radio Base Station, which supports the LTE air interface and performs radio resource
management. The presentation is focused on LTE feature, which requires combinatorial testing. The
presentation describes what kind of problems we faced during modelling and concretization. We
describe benefits and disadvantages of using Spec Explorer tool for modelling and test generation.
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In 2012 the Specialists Task Force (STF) 442 appointed by the European Telcommunication Stan-
dards Institute (ETSI) explored the possibilities of using Model Based Testing (MBT) for test devel-
opment in standardization. STF 442 performed two case studies and developed an MBT-methodology
for ETSI. The case studies were based on the ETSI-standards GeoNetworking protocol (ETSI TS 102
636) and the Diameter-based Rx protocol (ETSI TS 129 214). Models have been developed for parts
of both standards and four different MBT-tools have been employed for generating test cases from
the models. The case studies were successful in the sense that all the tools were able to produce
the test suites having the same test adequacy as the corresponding manually developed conformance
test suites. The MBT-methodology developed by STF 442 is based on the experiences with the case
studies. It focusses on integrating MBT into the sophisticated standardization process at ETSI. This
paper summarizes the results of the STF 442 work.

1 Introduction

Driven by technological advances and an ever-growing need for software and systems quality improve-
ments, MBT has matured in the last decade from a topic of research into an industrial technology. MBT
has been successfully used for the automatic generation of test documentation and test scripts in a wide
range of application areas including information and communication technology, embedded systems and
medical software. This trend is reflected by the availability of various commercial tools and increasing
efforts in MBT-related standardization. The utilization of MBT in industry show significant gains in
productivity, in particular due to savings in the test maintenance phase.

In 2010, the ETSI Technical Committee (TC) on Methods for Testing and Specification (MTS) pub-
lished a first ETSI standard on MBT (ES 202 951) [3] as the result of a joint effort of different stake-
holders at ETSI including MBT tool vendors, major users, service providers, and research institutes. In
order to enable the use of this technology at ETSI, the applicability of MBT in ETSI processes has to
be shown and methodology guidelines for applying MBT in the context of standardized test develop-
ment are needed. For this purpose ETSI TC MTS started in 2012 STF 442. STF 442 consists of five
experts from industry and academia with 30 working days each. The work was conducted from Febru-
ary 2012 to December 2012. STF 442 performed two case studies from the ETSI domains Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and used the
gained experience for developing ETSI MBT methodology guidelines.
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In the following, we present the case studies, describe the methodology and discuss problems en-
countered when applying MBT in the case studies.

2 Case Studies

The following four MBT tools have been used for the case studies:

• Conformiq Designer is the MBT tool of Conformiq Inc. [1]. Conformiq models are written in a
combination of Java code and UML statecharts, i.e., in the Conformiq Modeling Language (QML).
The models describe the expected external behavior of the System Under Test (SUT). Java code
is used to describe the data processing of the SUT, to declare data types and classes, to express
arithmetics and conditional rules as well as others. UML statecharts are used to capture high-level
control flow and life cycle of objects. The core of Conformiq Designer is its semantics driven,
symbolic execution based test generation algorithm. The algorithm traverses a part of the (usually
infinite) state space of the system model. The test generation heuristics that Conformiq Designer
uses realize various well-known test generation strategies, e.g., requirements coverage, transition
coverage, branch coverage, atomic condition coverage, and boundary value analysis.

• Microsoft Spec Explorer for VisualStudio 2010 is a Microsoft MBT tool [10]. Spec Explorer uses
state-oriented model programs that are coded in C#. Test generation is performed by exploring the
state space of the system model and recording the traces. These traces are transformed into test
cases. The main technique for dealing with state space explosion provided by Spec Explorer is
scenario-based slicing. A scenario limits the potential executions of the model state graph, while
preserving the test oracle and other semantic constraints from the system model. Slicing scenarios
along with test data used as input for model operations are defined in the scripting language Cord.

• Sepp.med MBTsuite is the MBT framework from the sepp.med GmbH [11]. For applying MBT-
suite, a graphical model of the SUT has to be provided. In our case studies, UML state and activity
diagrams have been used. MBTsuite excutes models and transforms the execution traces into test
cases. Apart from full path coverage, other generation strategies are available (e.g. guided gener-
ation, random generation). If defined in the model, guard conditions and priorities are taken into
account at execution time. Thus, only logically consistent execution traces are obtained and pro-
cessed into test cases. It is possible to filter the execution traces prior to test case generation using
several built-in heuristics like, e.g., node coverage, edge coverage, requirement coverage, but also
heuristics based on test management information (costs, duration).

• Fraunhofer MDTester is an academic MBT tool developed by the Fraunhofer FOKUS compe-
tence center MOTION [9]. MDTester is part of Fokus!MBT, a flexible and extensible test modeling
environment based on the UML Testing Profile (UTP), which facilitates the development of model-
based testing scenarios for heterogeneous application domains. MDTester is a modeling tool that
guides the development of UTP models. UTP models are test models and not system models, i.e.,
they include tester knowledge like, e.g., setting of test verdicts, knowledge about test components,
or default behavior. For modeling, MDTester provides the following diagrams types: test require-
ments diagram (based on class diagram), test architecture diagram (based on class diagram), test
data diagram (based on class diagram), test architecture diagram, test behavior diagram (based on
sequence and activity diagrams).

The case studies were based on ITS and UMTS protocols standardized by ETSI. In addition, STF 442
conducted the academic example of a simple automated teller machine to gain experience with the tools.
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For the ITS-based case study, conformance tests for the location service functionality of the GeoNet-
working protocol (ETSI TS 102 636) [6] have been generated from previously developed models. The
GeoNetworking protocol belongs to the ITS network layer. The location service functionality is used to
discover units with certain addresses and to maintain data on their geographical location.

The Rx interface (ETSI TS 129 214) [8] of UMTS provides the base for the second case study. The
Rx interface supports the transfer of session information and policy/charging data between Application
Function and Policy/Charging Rules Function on top of the Diameter protocol.

In both case studies, the modeled behavior of the System Under Test (SUT) can be described with
approximately 12 control states and a slightly higher number of transitions between them. However, the
main complexity of the SUT-model behavior is related to data stored and used during operation. For
the GeoNetworking case study, this data refers to addresses and geographical locations; whereas session
settings and policy rules are most important the behavior of the Rx interface case study.

Two different approaches have been used for modeling. The first approach started from the manu-
ally developed test purposes [7, 5] and resulted in SUT-models sufficient to cover all the test purposes,
meanwhile adding some more details from standard requirements. The second approach was based on
the requirements in the base standard. The constructed SUT model tried to reflect all of them in their
behavior. Both approaches were successful in a sense that the models were suitable for test generation.

In spite of the fact the different tools use different formalisms as input for SUT models and provide
different means to control test generation, all tools managed to generate test suites that cover almost the
manually developed test purposes. Thus, from a technical point of view, modern MBT tools are able to
support test development in standardization.

The case studies are documented in [4]. The report includes detailed descriptions of the SUT behavior
and the models, a discussion of modeling approaches, the generated tests, and overall evaluation.

3 Methodology Guidelines
The second goal of the STF work was the development of methodology guidelines for an MBT-based
development of conformance tests at ETSI [2]. ETSI has a very sophisticated test development proce-
dure shown on the left side of Figure 1. Test development starts with the identification of requirements
followed by the creation of Implementation Conformance Statement (ICS) and Interoperable Function
Statement (IFS). ICS/IFS define implementation options for a standard. In the testing process, they
are used for test case selection. The ICS/IFS creation is followed by the specification of the test suite
structure, which in most cases arises from the functionality to be tested. Afterwards, high-level test de-
scriptions, i.e., test purposes, are stepwise refined leading to the test cases, which are finally validated.
The test development steps lead to documents represented by the ellipses in the middle of Figure 1.

The integration of MBT in the ETSI process is shown on the right side of Figure 1. The modeling
for testing is based on standard and requirements. If possible, implementation options (i.e., ICS/IFS)
are considered in modeling. The modeling process can be seen as an additional validation step for the
standard, the requirements and the implementation options. Problems in modeling may identify ambi-
guities in the standard or untestable requirements. The model serves as input for the test generation.
Problems identified during test generation or in the generated tests may identify problematic require-
ments or require adaptations in the SUT model. For integrating MBT into the ETSI test development
process, documents describing test suite structure, test purposes, test descriptions and test cases have to
be generated.

Even though this embedding of MBT into the ETSI test development process looks straightforward,
several issues need to be solved before MBT can improve the existing process. A main problem is the
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Figure 1: Using MBT within the ETSI test development process

maintenance and consistency of model and test documents. On the one hand, MBT only requires main-
tenance and further development of models while test cases are generated and not manually developed.
On the other hand, each test case is an asset and its implementation can be very costly. Reviews and
discussions are therefore mainly based on individual test descriptions and not on models. Another issue
is the selection of a modeling language. Even though all MBT tools used for the case studies allow
state-oriented modeling, the input languages differ considerably. A pragmatic solution to this problem
may include the standardization of an ETSI modeling language.

In addition to issues regarding the test development process, the ETSI MBT methodology guidelines
also offer guidance for identification and modeling of requirements, establishing traceability from models
to standard requirements, choosing model scope and abstraction level, selecting test coverage criteria,
improving maintainability and parameterization of generated tests, as well as assessing the quality of
models and tests.

4 Summary and Conclusions

STF 442 has successfully applied MBT to generate conformance tests for two ETSI protocols. Both
case studies have been performed with all tools. All tools were able to generate to test suites having
an adequacy level comparable with manually designed tests. Based on the case studies, ETSI MBT
methodology guidelines have been developed. The methodology guidelines focus on integrating MBT
into the standardization process at ETSI. Some challenges have been identified during the STF work:

• An efficient usage of MBT in standardization requires significant expertise in several areas, like
e.g., the domain of the SUT, modeling, MBT tool application, and test development. Experts
experienced in all areas are difficult to find.

• There exists an abstraction gap between automatically generated and manually specified test cases.
Manually test cases are usually more maintainable and can be subject of a review. By considering
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parameterization, manually developed test cases allow an easy adaptation to different implemen-
tations of a standard. Solving this issue can be seen as a requirement for future MBT tools.

• The conformance test development process at ETSI is tightly intertwined with test suite main-
tenance issues and with handling each test case as a separate artifact. Test cases are designed
individually and are subject of discussions and reviews. In contrast to the ETSI process, one of
the main MBT advantages is the transfer of all maintenance work to the modeling, while tests are
considered to be generated automatically as often as needed, i.e., maintenance of automatically
generated tests is not necessary. For ETSI, taking full advantage of MBT may require new pro-
cesses changing from the test case centric development to model standardization and maintenance.
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In this paper we focus on exploiting a specification and the structures that satisfy it, to obtain a means
of comparing implemented and expected behaviours and find the origin of faults in implementations.
We present an approach to the creation of tests that are based on those specification-compliant struc-
tures, and to the interpretation of those tests’ results leading to the discovery of the method respon-
sible for an eventual test failure. Results of comparative experiments with a tool implementing this
approach are presented.

1 Introduction

The development and verification of software programs against specifications of desired properties is
growing weight among software engineering methods and tools for promoting software reliability. In par-
ticular, finding the software element containing a given fault is highly desirable and several approaches
exist that tackle this issue, that can be quite different in the way they approach the problem.

ConGu [14, 15] is both an approach and a tool for the runtime verification of Java implementations of
algebraic specifications. It verifies that implementations conform to specifications by monitoring method
executions in order to find any violation of automatically generated pre and post-conditions.

The ConGu tool [7] picks a module of axiomatic specifications, together with a Java implementation
and a refinement that maps specifications to Java types, and responds to an erroneous implementation by
outputing the specification constraint that was violated; this is often insufficient to find the faulty method,
because all methods involved in the violated constraint become equally suspect.

A ConGu companion tool – the GenT tool [3, 4] – generates JUnit test cases from ConGu specifi-
cations. Generating test cases that are known to be comprehensive, i.e. that cover all constraints of the
specification, as GenT does, is a very important activity, because the confidence we may gain on the
correction of the software we use greatly depends on it. But, in order for these tests to be of effective use,
we should be able to use their results to localize the faulty components. Here again, executing the JUnit
tests generated by GenT fails to give the programmer clear hints about the faulty method – all methods
used in failed tests are suspect. The ideal result of a test suite execution would be the exact localization
of the fault.

In this paper we enrich ConGu, by giving it the capability of locating the methods that are responsible
for detected faults. We present a technique that builds upon structures satisfying the specification to
obtain a means to observe the implemented behaviour against the intended one, and to locate faulty
methods in implementations. Unlike several existing approaches, ours does not inspect the executed
code; instead, it exploits the specification and conforming structures in order to be able to interpret some
failures and discover their origin.

A tool was built – the Flasji tool – that implements the presented technique, and a comparative exper-
iment was undertaken to evaluate its results. A summary of these results, which were very encouraging,
is presented in this paper.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Flasji approach.

The unit of fault Flasji is able to detect is the method, leaving to the programmer the task of identi-
fying the exact instruction within it that is faulty. If more than one fault exists, the repeated application
of the process, together with the correction of the identified faulty method, should be adopted. In what
concerns integration testing strategy, Flasji applies an incremental one in the sense that the Java types
implementing the specification are not tested all together; instead, each one is tested conditionally, pre-
suming all others from which it depends are correctly implemented. This incremental integration is
possible since the overall specification is given as a structured collection of individual specifications
(a ConGu module), whose structure is matched by the structure of the Java collection of classes that
implements it.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the ConGu specification
language through an example that will be used throughout the paper, and gives an overview of the Flasji
approach; section 3 details every Flasji step, from picking a specification module and corresponding
implementation, to the identification of the faulty method, explaining the several items Flasji produces;
an evaluation experiment of the Flasji tool is presented in section 4 where results are compared with the
ones obtained using two other tools; in section 5 we focus our discussion on relevant aspects related to
the work presented in this paper; finally, section 6 concludes.

2 Approach Overview

In this section we give a general overview of the Flasji approach. An example is introduced that will be
used throughout the paper.

2.1 The approach in a nutshell

As illustrated in figure 1, the Flasji approach integrates a series of steps from an initial input comprising
a module of ConGu specifications and corresponding Java implementations (together with a mapping
defining correspondences between the two), to a final output comprising the method identified as the
one containing the fault, whenever possible, and a list of other methods suspect of being faulty. The
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whole process leading from the initial input to the final output is automated, without any further user
intervention.

The main strategy underlying the Flasji process is the comparison between what we call “abstract”
and “concrete” objects; the former are objects that are well-behaved in the sense that they conform
to the specification, while the latter are objects that behave according to the classes implementing the
specification, which we want to investigate for faults.

We capitalize on the Alloy Analyzer [1] tool which is capable of finding structures that satisfy a
collection of constraints – a specification. The specifications this tool works with are written in the
Alloy [11] language.

Flasji begins by translating the ConGu specification module into an Alloy specification, in order
to be able to, in a posterior phase, generate structures satisfying it. It then creates Java classes whose
instances will represent objects satisfying the specification (the “abstract” objects) – these classes are
called “mock” classes; in order for “abstract” objects to represent structures that satisfy the specification,
they are given the ability of storing and retrieving the results of applying each and every operation of the
specification, as will be seen later.

A third step feeds the Alloy Analyzer tool with the specification, asking the tool for a collection of
structures satisfying the specification. This collection will be used in the next step to define the abstract
objects, which will present the expected, correct, behaviours.

In a fourth step, a test class is created that contains instructions to instantiate both the mock classes
and the implementation classes given as input, and to compare the behaviour of the “concrete” objects
against the “abstract” ones, in order to identify the faulty method. Flasji then executes this test class and
interprets its results to obtain the faulty method.

Remember that all these steps are automatically processed, thus transparent to the Flasji user. Sec-
tion 3 describes them in detail.

2.2 A specification and corresponding implementation

Simple sorts, sub-sorts and parameterized sorts can be specified with the ConGu specification language,
and mappings between those sorts and Java types, and between those sorts’ operations and Java methods,
can be defined using the ConGu refinement language.

We present a classical yet rich example, of a ConGu specification of the SortedSet parameterized
data type, representing a set of Orderable elements, together with the specification for its parameter
(figure 2).

In a specification, we define constructors, observers and other operations, where constructors com-
pose the minimal set of operations that allow to build all instances of the sort, observers can be used
to analyse those instances, and the other operations are usually comparison operations or operations de-
rived from the others; depending on whether they have an argument of the sort under specification (self
argument) or not, constructors are classified as transformers or creators (transformers are also referred
to as non-creator constructors).

All operations that are not constructors must have a self argument. Any function can be partial (de-
noted by→?), in which case a domains section specifies the conditions that restrict their domain. Axioms
define every value of the type through the application of observers to constructors – see, e.g., the axiom
isEmpty(empty()); that specifies that the result of applying the observer operation isEmpty to a SortedSet
instance obtained with the creator constructor empty is true, and the axiom not isEmpty(insert(S, E));
saying that the result of applying isEmpty to any SortedSet instance to which the transformer constructor
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specification SortedSet[TotalOrder]
  sorts
    SortedSet[Orderable]
  constructors
    empty: --> SortedSet[Orderable];
    insert: SortedSet[Orderable] Orderable --> SortedSet[Orderable];
  observers
    isEmpty: SortedSet[Orderable];
    isIn: SortedSet[Orderable] Orderable;
    largest: SortedSet[Orderable] -->? Orderable;
    ...
  domains
    S: SortedSet[Orderable];
    largest(S) if not isEmpty(S);
  axioms
    E, F: Orderable;  S: SortedSet[Orderable];
    isEmpty(empty());
    not isEmpty(insert(S, E));
    not isIn(empty(), E);
    isIn(insert(S,E), F) iff E = F or isIn(S, F);
    largest(insert(S, E)) = E if isEmpty(S);
    largest(insert(S, E)) = E if not isEmpty(S) and geq(E, largest(S));
    largest(insert(S, E)) = largest(S) if 
                             not isEmpty(S) and not geq(E, largest(S));
    ...
end specification

specification TotalOrder 
  sorts
    Orderable
  observers
    geq: Orderable Orderable;
  axioms
    E, F, G: Orderable;     
    E = F if geq(E, F) and geq(F ,E); 
    geq(E, F) if E = F;
    ...                                
end specification

Figure 2: Parts of the ConGu specifications for the SortedSet parameterized data type and its parameter.

public interface IOrderable<E> {
boolean greaterEq(E e);

 }

public class TreeSet<E extends IOrderable<E>> {
public TreeSet() {...}
public void insert(E e) {...}
public boolean isEmpty() {...}
public boolean isIn(E e) {...}
public E largest() {...}
...

 }

Figure 3: Excerpt from a Java implementation of the ConGu specification for SortedSet.

insert has been applied is false .
Generic Java class TreeSet in figure 3 represents a Java implementation of the SortedSet param-

eterized data type; in the same figure, interface IOrderable represents a Java type restraining the
TreeSet parameter. We want to investigate the TreeSet class for faults, independent of any specific
implementation of its parameter type.

The correspondence between ConGu and Java types must be defined in order for implementations
to be checked. This correspondence is described in terms of refinement mappings; figure 4 shows a
refinement mapping from the specifications SortedSet and TotalOrder (figure 2) to Java types TreeSet
and IOrderable (figure 3).

These mappings associate ConGu sorts and operations to Java types and corresponding methods.
The insert operation of sort SortedSet is mapped to the TreeSet class method with the same name
with the signature void insert(E e). Notice that the TotalOrder parameter sort is mapped to a Java
type variable that is used as the parameter of the generic TreeSet implementation; this specific mapping
is interpreted as constraining any instantiation of the TreeSet parameter to a Java type Some containing
a method with signature boolean greaterEq(Some e).

Detailed information about the ConGu approach can be found in [14, 15].
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refinement <E>  
  SortedSet[TotalOrder] is TreeSet<E> {
     empty: --> SortedSet[Orderable] is TreeSet();
     insert: SortedSet[Orderable] e:Orderable --> SortedSet[Orderable] is void insert(E e);
     ...
  }
  TotalOrder is E { 
     geq: Orderable e:Orderable is boolean greaterEq(E e);
  }
end refinement

Figure 4: Refinement mapping from ConGu specifications to Java types.

3 Flasji step-by-step

As already said in the previous section, the main goal of the Flasji approach is to verify whether “con-
crete” Java objects behave the same as corresponding “abstract” ones; the deviations to the expected
behaviour are interpreted in order to find the location of the faulty method.

Only one of the implementing classes is under verification – the core type, that is, the one that
implements the core sort –, which is the one at the root of the class association graph (the TreeSet

class in the example). Thus, both “abstract” and “concrete” objects will be created for this type, in order
to compare behaviours. This does not apply for non-core types since they are not under verification.
However, as we shall see, “abstract” parameter objects must be created.

Let us now detail the several steps of the Flasji approach.

3.1 Translating the ConGu specification module

Flasji creates an Alloy specification equivalent to the ConGu specification module, in order to be able,
ahead in the process, to obtain a collection of objects that conform to the specification, thus defining
expected, correct behaviour.

This step capitalizes on already existing work, referred to in the introduction of this paper, namely
the GenT tool [3, 4], of which Flasji uses the ConGuToAlloy module.

3.2 Creating mock classes

Flasji creates mock classes for the Java types implementing the specification core and parameter sorts;
these classes’ instances will represent the “abstract” objects. In the running example, two mock classes
must be created, one corresponding to the TreeSet class – TreeSetMock –, and other corresponding
to the IOrderable interface – OrderableMock.

This mock class will be used to generate parameter objects that will be inserted not only in “ab-
stract” sorted sets (TreeSetMock instances as explained below), but also in “concrete” ones (TreeSet
instances); the idea, as said before, is to test the implementation of the core signature for any parameter
instantiation that correctly implements the Orderable sort.

Each instance of a mock class defines an object conforming to the specification, including its “be-
haviour”, that is, the results of applying to it all the operations of the type (respecting the corresponding
domain conditions). Since we only compare “abstract” and “concrete” objects of the core type, funda-
mental differences exist between the mock class for this core type and the others. Let us see first the
mock class for the Orderable parameter of the running example, which is a non-core type.
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1 public class OrderableMock implements IOrderable〈OrderableMock〉{
2 private HashMap〈OrderableMock, Boolean〉 greaterEqResult = new HashMap〈OrderableMock,

Boolean〉();
3 public boolean greaterEq(OrderableMock e) {
4 return greaterEqResult.get(e);}
5 public void add_greaterEq(OrderableMock e, Boolean result) {
6 greaterEqResult.put(e, result);
7 }
8 }

Listing 1: Mock class corresponding to the Orderable parameter sort.

For each method X corresponding to a specification operation X, an attribute is defined to keep the
information about the results of X, for every combination of the method’s parameters (see line 2 for the
method greaterEq in interface Iorderable, corresponding to operation geq in sort Orderable); the
add_X method “fills” that attribute (lines 5 and 6), and the X method retrieves the result for given values
of the method’s parameters (lines 3 and 4).

The class that represents “abstract” objects of the core type (class TreeSetMock in the example)
is also generated. The idea here is not to use these “abstract” objects on both abstract and concrete
contexts, as we do with parameter ones, but to use them to inform us, for every operation, of the results
we should expect when applying corresponding methods to corresponding “concrete” objects in order to
verify whether the latter behave as they should.

The fundamental difference lies in the information that core type “abstract” objects keep for opera-
tions whose result is of the core type ( insert in the example). Since we want to be able to know whether
the “concrete” TreeSet object that results from applying the insert method of the TreeSet class to
a “concrete” object concObj is the correct one, we give the corresponding “abstract” object absObj
information that allows us to verify it – we “feed” absObj with the “concrete” object that should be
expected when applying that operation. Ahead in this paper we show how this is achieved; for now, we
just present the TreeSetMock mock class in listing 2, where attribute and methods in lines 19 to 24
allow “abstract” objects to keep and inform about “concrete”, expected results of applying insert for
different values of the method’s parameter:

1 public class TreeSetMock 〈T〉{
2

3 // operations whose result is of a non-core type
4 private HashMap〈T,Boolean〉 isInResult = new HashMap〈T,Boolean〉();
5 private boolean isEmptyResult;
6 private T largestResult;
7

8 public boolean isIn (T e){return isInResult.get(e);}
9 public void add_isIn (T e, Boolean result){

10 isinResult.put(e, result);}
11 public boolean isEmpty(){return isEmptyResult;}
12 public void add_isEmpty(boolean result){
13 isEmptyResult = result;}
14 public T largest(){return largestResult;}
15 public void add_largest(T result){
16 largestResult = result;}
17

18 // operation whose result is of the core type
19 private HashMap〈T,TreeSet〈T〉 〉 insertResult = new HashMap〈T,TreeSet〈T〉 〉 ();
20

21 public TreeSet〈T〉 insert (T e){
22 return insertResult.get(e); }
23 public void add_insert (T e, TreeSet〈T〉 concVal){
24 insertResult.put(e, concVal); }
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25 }

Listing 2: Mock class corresponding to the SortedSet sort.

Line 19 declares and initializes the attribute that will store the information about the results of method
insert – for each value of the parameter T e, it will store a “concrete” object. Methods insert and
add_insert, in lines 21 to 24, allow to retrieve and define, respectively, the result of insert for every
value of the operation’s parameter.

Figure 5: A structure satisfying the SortedSet specification module, found by the Alloy Analyzer.

3.3 Obtaining a collection of instances satisfying the specification

In order to obtain a collection of instances of the specification sorts that conform to our specification,
Flasji capitalizes on the Alloy Analyzer tool [11] which, if such a finite collection exists, is capable of
generating it (such a finite collection does not exist e.g. in the case of a specification of an unbounded
stack).

The results presented in this paper assume Flasji asks the Alloy Analyzer to generate a structure
with a fixed number of objects of the core type; work is under way to optimize the determination of the
number of objects that should be considered of each type.

Figure 5 shows an example for the SortedSet specification. This collection consists of 2 Orderable
instances and 4 SortedSet ones. The result of every applicable operation is defined for each of these
instances (e.g. SortedSet2 contains the two Orderables, and it is obtained by inserting Orderable0 into
SortedSet0 or else from inserting Orderable1 into SortedSet1).

These instances define correct, expected behaviour; in the next steps, Flasji will use the non-core
sort ones (Orderable instances in the example) to create mock “abstract” objects that will represent well-
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behaved objects, and uses the core sort ones (SortedSet instances in the example) to create mock “ab-
stract” objects (TreeSetMock and “concrete” corresponding ones (TreeSet instances in the example)
instances in the example) that will be compared. Let us see how.

3.4 Creating the test class

Flasji generates a test class containing instructions to:
1. create “abstract” objects corresponding to the objects composing the Alloy structure that conforms

to the specification;

2. create “concrete” objects of the core type that correspond to the “abstract” ones (by using the
corresponding concrete constructors); and

3. compare the behaviour of these “abstract” and “concrete” objects, by observing them in equal
circumstances, that is, by applying corresponding methods and comparing the results.

By compiling and executing this test class, Flasji will be able to get information that it will interpret
in order to find the faulty method, as explained ahead. First let us see how Flasji acomplishes this test
class creation task.

3.4.1 Creating abstract objects

Listing 3 shows part of the generated test class, namely the creation of the “abstract” objects according
to the Alloy structure defined in figure 5: two OrderableMock instances (lines 4 and 5) and four
TreeSetMock ones (lines 11 to 14).

Lines 6 to 9 show OrderableMock objects being initialized – because the only method of this
type is greaterEq, only the method add_greaterEq is invoked over each “abstract” object, for every
possible value of its parameter, in order to give these objects the information about the expected, correct,
results.

We postpone the initialization of the TreeSetMock objects because it implies previous creation of
the corresponding concrete objects.

1 @Test
2 public void abstractVSconcreteTest () {
3 //IOrderable Mocks
4 OrderableMock orderable0 = new OrderableMock();
5 OrderableMock orderable1 = new OrderableMock();
6 orderable0.add_greaterEq(orderable0, true);
7 orderable0.add_greaterEq(orderable1, true);
8 orderable1.add_greaterEq(orderable0, false);
9 orderable1.add_greaterEq(orderable1, true);

10 //Abstract objects TreeSet
11 TreeSetMock 〈OrderableMock〉 sortedSet3 = new TreeSetMock 〈OrderableMock〉();
12 TreeSetMock 〈OrderableMock〉 sortedSet0 = new ...;
13 TreeSetMock 〈OrderableMock〉 sortedSet1 = new ...;
14 TreeSetMock 〈OrderableMock〉 sortedSet2 = new ...;

Listing 3: (Part of) the test class – building the “abstract” objects (incomplete).

3.4.2 Creating concrete objects

Flasji also builds “concrete” objects for the core sort. For each “abstract” object of the core sort there will
exist a corresponding “concrete” one, which will be built using the corresponding constructor methods
(see listing 4).
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For example, according to the structure in figure 5, the sortedSet0 instance of sort SortedSet can
be obtained by application of the creator constructor empty followed by application of the transformer
constructor insert with parameter orderable1; complying with this (see lines 7 and 8), we build the corre-
sponding “concrete” object concSortedSet0 using the java constructor TreeSet〈OrderableMock〉(),
which corresponds to the creator constructor empty, and apply to it the method insert, which corre-
sponds to the transformer constructor insert , with parameter orderable1. Whenever there are several
ways to build an object, the shortest path is chosen.

1 @Test
2 public void abstractVSconcreteTest () {
3 ...
4 //Create concrete objects TreeSet
5 TreeSet〈OrderableMock〉 concSortedSet0 = new TreeSet 〈OrderableMock〉();
6 concSortedSet0.insert(orderable1);
7 TreeSet〈OrderableMock〉 concSortedSet0_1 = new ...;
8 concSortedSet0_1.insert(orderable1);
9 ...

10 TreeSet〈OrderableMock〉 concSortedSet0_5 = new ...;
11 concSortedSet0_5.insert(orderable1);
12 // three more to go (concSortedSet3, 1 and 2)...

Listing 4: Continuing... building the “concrete” objects (incomplete).

Notice that, since methods will be applied to these “concrete” objects in order to verify their be-
haviour, as many copies of a given “concrete” object are created as methods applied to it, in order to
cope with undesired side effects.

3.4.3 Back to abstract objects

Now that “concrete” objects are already created, we can initialize the TreeSetMock objects:
1 @Test
2 public void abstractVSconcreteTest () {
3 ...
4 //Initializing sortedSet abstract objects
5 sortedSet0.add_isEmpty(false);
6 sortedSet0.add_largest(orderable1);
7 sortedSet0.add_isIn(orderable0, false);
8 sortedSet0.add_isIn(orderable1, true);
9 sortedSet0.add_insert(orderable0, concSortedSet2);

10 sortedSet0.add_insert(orderable1, concSortedSet0);
11 // three more to go (sortedSet3, 1 and 2)...

Listing 5: Continuing... initializing TreeSetMock objects.

Lines 5 to 8 “feed” the sortedSet0 object with the information that it represents a sorted set that
is not empty, whose largest element is the orderable1 object, and that it contains orderable1 but
not orderable0, as would be expected by inspection of the structure in figure 5. In the case of ob-
ject sortedSet3, which is empty as can be seen in figure 5, the instruction invoking the method
add_largest() over it would not be generated, since the operation largest is undefined for that
object.

These informations will be used later on to obtain the values that are expected to be the results of the
corresponding methods when applied to the “concrete” object corresponding to sortedSet0, which, by
construction, is concSortedSet0 (or any of its copies).

Line 9 “feeds” sortedSet0 with the information about which “concrete” object should be expected
after inserting orderable0 in the “concrete” object that corresponds to sortedSet0 (concSortedSet0
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or any of its copies) – the expected result is concSortedSet2. In the same way, in line 10, the expected
result of inserting orderable1 in the “concrete” object that corresponds to sortedSet0 is defined to
be itself.

3.4.4 Comparing abstract and concrete objects

In a next step, Flasji generates instructions in the test class that invoke all possible operations over the
“abstract” and “concrete” objects and compare the results:

1 @Test
2 public void abstractVSconcreteTest () {
3 ...
4 //Compare concrete with corresponding abstract
5 assertTrue(concSortedSet0_1.isEmpty() == sortedSet0.isEmpty());
6 assertTrue(concSortedSet0_2.largest() == sortedSet0.largest());
7 assertTrue(concSortedSet0_3.isIn(orderable1) == sortedSet0.isIn(orderable1));
8 assertTrue(concSortedSet0_4.isIn(orderable0) == sortedSet0.isIn(orderable0));
9 concSortedSet0_5.insert (orderable1);

10 assertTrue(concSortedSet0_5.equals(sortedSet0.insert (orderable1)));
11 //three more to go (concSortedSet3, 1 and 2)...

Listing 6: Continuing... comparing “abstract” and “concrete” objects (incomplete).

The JUnit method assertTrue is used to generate an AssertionError exception whenever the
behaviour of the “concrete” objects is not as expected, that is, whenever the results of methods invoked
over “concrete” objects are different from the ones indicated by their “abstract” counterparts.

Lines 5 to 8 show the comparison between the sortedSet0 “abstract” object and its “concrete”
counterpart concSortedSet0 using each TreeSet method whose result type is not TreeSet nor
void. Since all these results are of primitive types or of the parameter type OrderableMock, Flasji
uses == to compare between sortedSet0 and concSortedSet0 results.

Lines 9 and 10 show the comparison between “abstract” and “concrete” objects using (the only)
operation with a core result type – insert. As already referred, to verify whether a given operation
whose result is of the core type is well implemented, we compare the “concrete” object the method
returns, with the “concrete” object that it should return. Since insert is implemented with a void
result type, we must first invoke the method using the “concrete” object as a target, and then we compare
(using equals) its new state with the “concrete” object that, according to the “abstract” corresponding
object, should be the correct result.

Since the ultimate goal of this test class is to find the method containing the fault, it should be possible
to reason about the results of all these comparisons, so we must be able to test all the assert commands.
Although we do not show it in this paper due to space limitations, enclosing each assertTrue invo-
cation in a try-catch block that catches AssertionError exceptions, allows to collect all results
which will help composing a final test diagnosis.

A final note before continuing: whenever the module of Congu specifications input to Flasji includes
more than one non-parameter type, e.g., the case where the input includes a core sort C and one non-
core, non-parameter sort N, the class implementing C is verified for faults considering that the class
implementing N is correct. No mock class is built for N, hence no “abstract” N objects are created; only
“concrete” N objects are. For methods that return N type results, “abstract” C objects are “fed” with the
information about which N “concrete” object should be the expected result. Thus, comparison between
actual and expected results relating these methods are achieved using equals. The running SortedSet
example does not cover this kind of situation.
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3.5 Running the test and interpreting the results

As soon as the test class is generated, Flasji compiles it and executes it. Then, it interprets the results of
the tests. The interpretation is based upon the following observations:

1. whether several and varied observers (non-constructor operations) fail or only one fails – this is
important to decide whether to blame a constructor or a given, specific, observer;

2. whether varied observers fail when applied to “concrete” objects created only by the constructor-
creator, or when applied to objects that were also the target of non-creator constructors – this is
important to decide which constructor is the faulty one.

The result interpretation algorithm inspects three data structures containing data collected during the
execution of the test (whenever an assertTrue command fails):

• L1 - Set of pairs < obs;ob j > that register that differences occurred between expected and actual
behaviour, for given observer obs and object ob j;

• L2 - Set of pairs < ncc;ob j > that register that differences occurred between expected and actual
behaviour, for given non-creator (transformer) constructor ncc and object ob j;

• L3 - Set of pairs < cc;n > that register for every creator constructor cc the number of failed
observations over objects uniquely built with cc;

If, when applied to concrete objects, more than one observer methods present results that are different
from the ones expected ((L1 ∪ L2) contains pairs for more than one observer), we may infer that the
method(s) used to build those concrete objects are ill-implemented, and that the problem does not come
from some particular way of inspecting the objects. If the implementation of a given observer is wrong,
one would not expect problems when inspecting the objects using the other observers, but only in the
observations involving that particular one.

If a constructor-creator cc (in the running example, TreeSet() is the cc that implements the empty
creator operation) is faulty, it is reasonable to think that the application of the other constructors over an
object created with cc will most probably result in non-conformant objects, because the initial object is
already ill-built. The information in L3 allows us to focus on creator-constructors.

When no problems arise when observing a freshly created object, but they do arise when observ-
ing those objects after being affected by a given non-creator constructor ncc (insert in the running
example), then one may point the finger to ncc.

if (L1∪L2) contains pairs for more than 1 observer, then
if there exists < cc, i > in L3 with i > 0, then

if that pair < cc, i > with i > 0 is unique, then
cc is guilty;

else
inconclusive;

endIf
else

for each non-creator constructor ncc j do
Lncc j← sub-set of L2 containing only pairs from L2 whose first element is ncc j;
Delete from Lncc j the pairs whose ob j was not built using only ncc j and a creator constructor;
if Lncc j is not empty, then
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add ncc j to the final set of suspects (FSS);
endIf

endFor
endIf
if #FSS = 1 then

the guilty is the sole element of FSS;
else

inconclusive;
endIf

else
if (L1∪L2) is empty, then

inconclusive;
else

the guilty is the sole observer in (L1∪L2);
endIf

endIf
If the algorithm elects a guilty method in the end, then the user is given the identified method as the

most probable guilty. In either case, the set FSS of (other) suspects is presented.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we applied it to two case studies – this paper’s SortedSet
running example, and a MapChain specification module and corresponding implementations. The Java
classes implementing the designated sorts of both case studies where seeded with faults covering all the
specification operations.

We put Flasji to run for every defective class, and registered the outputs.
We also tested those defective classes in the context of two existing fault-location tools – GZoltar [2,

17] and EzUnit4 [5, 18] –, that give as output a list of methods suspect of containing the fault, ranked
by probability of being faulty. The tests suites we used were generated by the GenT [3, 4] tool (already
referred to in this paper), from the ConGu specifications and refinement mappings; under given restric-
tions (e.g., the specification has finite models) GenT generates comprehensive test suites, that cover all
specification axioms. GenT generated 20 test cases for the SortedSet case, and 17 for the MapChain one.

Finally we compared the three tools’ results for every defective variation of each case study.
For each of the defective versions of the designated sorts implementations (for example, two different

faults were seeded in SortedSet isEmpty method, three in MapChain get method, etc) table 1 shows:
• the number of tests (among the 20 JUnit tests that were generated by GenT for the SortedSet case,

and 17 for the MapChain one) that failed when both GZoltar and EzUnit4 run them;

• whether the faulty method was ranked, by each tool, as most probable guilty (1st), second most
probable guilty (2nd) or third or less probable (nth). A fourth type of result – “No” – means the
guilty method has not been ranked as suspect at all.

Flasji provided very accurate results in general (see also a summary in figure 6). The bad results in
the three faults for method get of the MapChain case study (there were no suspects found whatsoever)
are due to the fact that equals uses the get method, therefore becoming unreliable whenever method
get is faulty. This case exemplifies the oracle problem (see section 5).
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Faulty method ranked:
Faulty method failed tests Flasji EzUnit4 GZoltar

S
or

te
dS

et

isEmpty 5 1st nth 2nd
isEmpty 1 1st 1st 2nd
isIn 1 1st nth 1st
largest 7 1st 1st 1st
largest 1 1st 1st 2nd
private insert 2 No nth 2nd
public insert 5 1st nth 2nd

M
ap

C
ha

in

get 4 No nth 1st
get 3 No 2nd 1st
get 4 No nth nth
isEmpty 2 1st 2nd 1st
isEmpty 1 1st nth 1st
put 0 1st No No
put 1 1st 1st 2nd
put 2 1st 1st 2nd
remove 1 1st 2nd 2nd
remove 1 1st 2nd 2nd

Table 1: Results of comparative experiments. “1st”, “2nd” and “nth” stand for first, second and third or
worse, respectively. “No” means the faulty method has not been ranked as suspect.

Applying an alternative method of observation (see [16]) – one where the equals method is not used
and, instead, only the outcomes of observers whose result is not of the core sort are used in comparisons
– we obtain the right results for this case, i.e. get is ranked as prime suspect. However, the good results
we had for the 3rd faulty put method and the 1st remove got worse – they are ranked second instead of
first. These particular cases indicated isEmpty as prime suspect because the seeded fault of both those
methods was the absence of change in the number of elements in the map whenever insertion/removal
happens, which made isEmpty fail.

85% 70%

28% 40%

43% 20%

Flasji

GZoltar

EzUnit4

the faulty method was
ranked as first suspect in
SortedSet case study

the faulty method was
ranked as first suspect in
MapChain case study

Figure 6: Summary of the evaluation experiment. The bars measure the success of each approach in
ranking the faulty method as first suspect.

Another critical issue w.r.t. our approach is the one concerned with private methods. The fault in
private method insert of the SortedSet case study, caused Flasji to rank the public insert method,
instead, as the most probable suspect (in the particular implementation used, the public insert method
is composed of one only statement which invokes the private insert method). As expected, private
methods are not identified as suspects by Flasji because they do not directly refine any specification
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operation (as defined in the refinement mapping from specifications to implementations); instead, the
public, specified, methods that invoke them are identified.

A case worth mentioning is the one corresponding to the first seeded fault in the put method of
the MapChain case study, where none of the seventeen GenT tests fail (the particular case that causes
the error was not covered). As a consequence, neither EzUnit4 and GZoltar detected the fault; on the
contrary, Flasji succeeded in detecting the guilty method.

5 Related work

The approach presented in this paper relies on the existence of structures satisfying the specification
to supply the behaviour of objects to be used in tests. The structured nature of specifications, where
functions and axioms are defined sort by sort, and where the latter are independently implemented by
given Java types, is essential to the incremental integration style of Flasji.

Several approaches to testing implementations of algebraic specifications exist, that cover test gen-
eration ([6, 8, 9, 10, 12] to name a few), and many compare the two sides of equations where variables
have been substituted by ground terms – differences exist in the way ground terms are generated, and in
the way comparisons are made. The gap between algebraic specifications and implementations makes
the comparison between concrete objects difficult, giving rise to what is known as the oracle problem,
more specifically, the search for reliable decision procedures to compare results computed by the imple-
mentation. Whenever one cannot rely on the equals method, there should be another way to investi-
gate equality between concrete objects. Several works have been proposed that deal with this problem,
e.g. [9, 13, 19]. In [16] we tackle this issue by presenting an alternative way of comparing concrete
objects, one that relies only in observers whose result is of a non-core sort. In some way this complies
with the notion of observable contexts in [9] – all observers but the ones whose result is of the designated
sort constitute observable contexts.

The unreliability of equals can also affect the effectiveness of the GenT tests [3] since this method
is used whenever concrete objects of the same type are compared. One of the improvements we intend
to make is to give Flasji the ability to test the equals method in order to make its use more reliable.

6 Conclusions

We presented Flasji, a technique whose goal is to test Java implementations of algebraic specifications
and find the method that is responsible for some deviation of the expected behaviour.

Flasji capitalyzes on ConGu, namely using ConGu specification and refinement languages, and en-
riches it with the capability of finding faulty methods. It accomplishes the task through the generation
of tests that are based on structures satisfying the specification. The behaviour of instances of the imple-
mentation is compared with the one expected, as given by those specification-compliant structures. The
results of the comparisons are interpreted in order to find the method responsible for the fault.

An evaluation experiment was presented where Flasji results over two case studies, for which faults
have been seeded in the implementing Java classes, are compared with two other tools’ results when
executed over comprehensive suites of tests. The encouraging results obtained in comparative studies
led us to continue working on it, with the purpose of improving some negative aspects and weaknesses,
some of which already identified and reported in this paper.

The following improvements, among others, are planned: (i) testing the implementation of the
equals method, even if the specification module does not specify it, in order to be able to better rely on
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its results, (ii) optimizing the determination of the number of objects of each type that an Alloy structure
conforming to the specification should contain (the results here presented assumed Flasji asks the Alloy
Analyzer to generate a structure with a fixed number of objects of the core type), and (iii) whenever there
are several non-parameter types, apply the process several times, each considering one of them as the
core type, and integrate the results (special cases as e.g. inter-dependent types, deserve attention).
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We study the problem of deriving a specification for a third-party component, based on the specifi-
cation of the system and the environment in which the component is supposed to reside. Particularly,
we are interested in using component specifications for conformance testing of black-box compo-
nents, using the theory of input-output conformance (ioco) testing. We propose and prove sufficient
criteria for decompositionality, i.e., that components conforming to the derived specification will al-
ways compose to produce a correct system with respect to the system specification. We also study the
criteria for strong decomposability, by which we can ensure that only those components conforming
to the derived specification can lead to a correct system.

1 Introduction

Enabling reuse and managing complexity are among the major benefits of using compositional ap-
proaches in software and systems engineering. This idea has been extensively adopted in several different
subareas of software engineering, such as product-line software engineering. One of the cornerstones of
the product-line approach is to reuse a common platform to build different products. This common plat-
form should ideally comprise different types of artifacts, including test-cases, that can be re-used for
various products of a given line. In this paper, we propose an approach to conformance testing, which
allows to use a high-level specification and derive specifications for to-be-developed components (or sub-
systems) given the platform on which they are to be deployed. We call this approach decompositional
testing and refer to the process of deriving specifications as quotienting (inspired by its counterpart in
the domain of formal verification).

We develop our approach within the context of input-output conformance testing (ioco) [13], a
model-based testing theory using formal models based on input-output labeled transition systems (IOLTSs).
An implementation i is said to conform to a specification s, denoted by i ioco s, when after each trace in
the specification, the outputs of the implementation are among those prescribed by the specifications.

For a given platform (environment) ē, whose behavior is given as an IOLTS, a quotient of a speci-
fication s̄ by the platform ē, denoted by s̄/ē, is the specification that describes the system after filtering
out the effect of ē. The structure of a system consisting of ē and unknown component c̄ is represented
in Figure 1, whose behavior is described by a given specification s̄. We would like to construct s̄/ē such
that it captures the behavior of any component c̄ which, when deployed on ē (put in parallel and possibly
synchronize with ē) conforms to s̄. Put formally, s̄/ē is the specification which satisfies the following
bi-implication:
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∀c̄, ē. c̄ ioco s̄/ē ⇔ c̄||ē ioco s̄

The criteria for the implication from left to right, which is essential for our approach, are called de-
composability. The criteria for the implication from right to left guarantee that quotienting produces
the precise specification for the component and is called strong decomposability. We study both criteria
in the remainder of this paper. Moreover, we show that strong decomposability can be combined with
on-the-fly testing, thereby avoiding constructing the witness to the decomposability explicitly upfront.

platform ē component c̄U ′e

I′e
Uv

Iv

U ′c

I′c

Figure 1: Strucure of a system composed of platform ē and component c̄ whose behavior is defined by
a given specification s̄. The language of platform ē comprises (I′e∪Uv)∪ (U ′e∪ Iv). Similarly, (I′c∪ Iv)∪
(U ′c∪Uv) is the language of component c̄. The platform ē and component c̄ interface via Iv and Uv which
are hidden from the viewpoint of an external observer.

Related Work. The study of compositional and modular verification for various temporal and modal
logics has attracted considerable attention and several compositional verification techniques have been
proposed for such logics; see, e.g., [2, 7, 10, 6]. Decompositional reasoning aims at automatically decom-
posing the global property to be model checked into local properties of (possibly unknown) components,
a technique that is often called quotienting. The notion of quotient introduced in the present paper is
inspired by its corresponding notion in the area of (de)compositional model-checking, and is substan-
tially adapted to the setting for input-output conformance testing, e.g., by catering for the distinction
between input and output actions and taking care of (relative) quiescence of components. In the area of
model-based testing, we are aware of a few studies dedicated to the issue of (de)composition [3, 5, 14],
of which we give an overview below.

In [3] the compositionality of the ioco-based testing theory is investigated. Assuming that implemen-
tations of components conform to their specifications, the authors investigate whether the composition of
these implementations still conforms to the composition of the specifications. They show that this is not
necessarily the case and they establish conditions under which ioco is a compositional testing relation.

In [5], Frantzen and Tretmans study when successful integration of components by composing them
in certain ways can be achieved. Successful integration is determined by two conditions: the integrated
system correctly provides services, and interaction with other components is proper. For the former,
a specification of the provided services of the component is assumed. Based on the ioco-relation, the
authors introduce a new implementation relation called eco, which allows for checking whether a com-
ponent conforms to its specification as well as whether it uses other components correctly. In addition,
they also propose a bottom-up strategy for building an integrated systems.

Another problem closely related to the problem we consider in this paper is testing in context, also
known as embedded testing [14]. In this setting, the system under test comprises a component c̄ which is
embedded in a context ū. Component c̄ is isolated from the environment and all its interactions proceed
through ū (which is assumed to be correctly implemented). The implementation ī and specification s̄ of
the system composed of ū and c̄, are assumed to be available. The problem of testing in context then
entails generating a test suite that allows for detecting incorrect implementations ī of component c̄.
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Although testing in context and decomposability share many characteristics, there are key differences
between the two. We do not restrict ourselves to embedded components, nor do we assume the platforms
to be fault-free. Contrary to the testing in context approach, decomposing a monolithic specification is
the primary challenge in our work; testing in context already assumes the specification is the result of
a composition of two specifications. Moreover, in testing in context, the component c̄ is tested through
context ū whereas our approach allows for testing the component directly through its deduced specifi-
cation. As a result, we do not require that the context is always available while testing the component,
which is particularly important in case the platform is a costly resource.

For similar reasons, asynchronous testing [11, 8, 15], which can be considered as some form of
embedded testing, is different from the work we present in this paper.

Structure. We give a cursory overview of ioco-based formal testing in Section 2. The notions of de-
composability and strong decomposability are formalized in Section 3. We present sufficient conditions
for determining whether a given specification is decomposable in Section 4 and whether it is strongly
decomposable in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6. Additional examples and results, together with
all proofs for the lemmata and theorems can be found in [9].

2 Preliminaries

Conformance testing is about checking that the observable behavior of the system under test is included
in the prescribed behavior of the specification. In order to formally reason about conformance testing, we
need a model for reasoning about the behaviors described by a specification, and assume that we have
a formal model representing the behaviors of our implementations, so that we can reason about their
conformance mathematically.

In this paper, we use variants of the well-known Labeled Transition Systems as a behavioral model
for both the specification and the system under test. The Labeled Transition System model assumes that
systems can be represented using a set of states and transitions, labeled with events or actions, between
such states. A tester can observe the events leading to new states, but she cannot observe the states. We
assume the presence of a special action τ , which we assume is unobservable to the tester.

Definition 1 (IOLTS) An input-output labeled transition system (IOLTS) is a tuple 〈S, I,U,→, s̄〉, where
S is a set of states, I and U are disjoint sets of observable inputs and outputs, respectively,→⊆ S× (I∪
U ∪{τ})×S is the transition relation (we assume τ /∈ I∪U), and s̄ ∈ S is the initial state. The class of
IOLTSs ranging over inputs I and outputs U is denoted IOLTS(I,U).

Throughout this section, we assume an arbitrary, fixed IOLTS 〈S, I,U,→, s̄〉, and we refer to this
IOLTS by referring to its initial state s̄. We write L for the set I∪U . Let s,s′ ∈ S and x ∈ L∪{τ}. In line
with common practice, we write s x−→ s′ rather than (s,x,s′) ∈→. Furthermore, we write s x−→ whenever
s x−→ s′ for some s′ ∈ S, and s 6 x−→ when not s x−→. A word is a sequence over the input and output symbols.
The set of all words over L is denoted L∗, and ε is the empty word. For words σ ,ρ ∈ L∗, we denote the
concatenation of σ and ρ by σρ . The transition relation is generalized to a relation over words by the
following deduction rules:

s ε
=⇒ s

s σ
=⇒ s′′ s′′ x−→ s′ x 6= τ

s σx
==⇒ s′

s σ
=⇒ s′′ s′′ τ−→ s′

s σ
=⇒ s′
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We adopt the notational conventions we introduced for → for =⇒. A state in the IOLTS s̄ is said to
diverge if it is the source of an infinite sequence of τ-labeled transitions. The IOLTS s̄ is divergent if one
of its reachable states diverges. Throughout this paper, we confine ourselves to non-divergent IOLTSs.

Definition 2 Let s′ ∈ S and S′ ⊆ S. The set of traces, enabled actions and weakly enabled actions for s
and S′ are defined as follows:

• traces(s) = {σ ∈ L∗ | s σ
=⇒}, and traces(S′) =

⋃
s′∈S′

traces(s′).

• init(s) = {x ∈ L∪{τ} | s x−→}, and init(S′) =
⋃

s′∈S′
init(s′).

• Sinit(s) = {x ∈ L | s x
=⇒}, and Sinit(S′) =

⋃
s′∈S′

Sinit(s′).

Quiescence and Suspension Traces. Testers often not only have the power to observe events produced
by an implementation, they can also observe the absence of events, or quiescence [13]. A state s ∈ S is
said to be quiescent if it does not produce outputs and it is stable. That is, it cannot, through internal
computations, evolve to a state that is capable of producing outputs. Formally, state s is quiescent,
denoted δ (s), whenever init(s)⊆ I. In order to formally reason about the observations of inputs, outputs
and quiescence, we introduce the set of suspension traces. To this end, we first generalize the transition
relation over words to a transition relation over suspension words. Let Lδ denote the set L∪{δ}.

s σ
=⇒ s′

s σ
=⇒δ s′

δ (s)

s δ
=⇒δ s

s σ
=⇒δ s′′ s′′

ρ
=⇒δ s′

s
σρ
==⇒δ s′

The following definition formalizes the set of suspension traces.

Definition 3 Let s ∈ S and S′ ⊆ S. The set of suspension traces for s, denoted Straces(s) is defined as
the set {σ ∈ L∗δ | s

σ
=⇒δ}; we set Straces(S′) =

⋃
s′∈S′

Straces(s′).

Input-Output Conformance Testing with Quiescence. Tretmans’ ioco testing theory [13] formalizes
black box conformance of implementations. It assumes that the behavior of implementations can always
be described adequately using a class of IOLTSs, called input output transition systems; this assumption
is the so-called testing hypothesis. Input output transition systems are essentially plain IOLTSs with the
additional assumption that inputs can always be accepted.

Definition 4 (IOTS) Let 〈S, I,U,→, s̄〉 be an IOLTS. A state s ∈ S is input-enabled iff I ⊆ Sinit(s); the
IOLTS s̄ is an input output transition system (IOTS) iff every state s ∈ S is input-enabled. The class of
input output transition systems ranging over inputs I and outputs U is denoted IOTS(I,U).

While the ioco testing theory assumes input-enabled implementations, it does not impose this require-
ment on specifications. This facilitates testing using partial specifications, i.e., specifications that are
under-specified. We first introduce the main concepts that are used to define the family of conformance
relations of the ioco testing theory.

Definition 5 Let 〈S, I,U,→, s̄〉 be an IOLTS. Let s ∈ S, S′ ⊆ S and let σ ∈ L∗δ .
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• s after σ = {s′ ∈ S | s σ
=⇒δ s′}, and S′ after σ =

⋃
s′∈S′

s′ after σ .

• out(s) = {x ∈ Lδ \ I | s x
=⇒δ}, and out(S′) =

⋃
s′∈S′

out(s′).

The family of conformance relations for ioco are then defined as follows, see also [13].

Definition 6 (ioco) Let 〈R, I,U,→, r̄〉 be an IOTS representing a realization of a system, and let IOLTS
〈S, I,U,→, s̄〉 be a specification. Let F ⊆ L∗δ . We say that r̄ is input output conform with specification s̄,
denoted r̄ iocoF s̄, iff

∀σ ∈ F : out(r̄ after σ)⊆ out(s̄ after σ)

The iocoF conformance relation can be specialized by choosing an appropriate set F . For instance, in
a setting with F = Straces(s), we obtain the ioco relation originally defined by Tretmans in [12]. The
latter conformance relation is known to admit a sound and complete test case generation algorithm,
see, e.g., [12, 13]. Soundness means, intuitively, that the algorithm will never generate a test case that,
when executed on an implementation, leads to a fail verdict if the test runs are in accordance with the
specification. Completeness is more esoteric: if the implementation has a behavior that is not in line with
the specification, then there is a test case that, in theory, has the capacity to detect that non-conformance.

Suspension automata. The original test case generation algorithm by Tretmans for the ioco relation
relied on an automaton derived from an IOLTS specification. This automaton, called a suspension au-
tomaton, shares many of the characteristics of an IOLTS, except that the observations of quiescence are
encoded explicitly as outputs: δ is treated as an ordinary action label which can appear on a transition.
In addition, Tretmans assumes these suspension automata to be deterministic: any word that could be
produced by an automaton leads to exactly one state in the automaton.

Definition 7 (Suspension automaton) A suspension automaton(SA) is a deterministic IOLT S 〈S, I,U ∪
{δ},→, s̄〉; that is, for all s ∈ S and all σ ∈ L∗, we have |s after σ | ≤ 1.

Note that determinism implies the absence of τ transitions. In [12], a transformation from ordinary
IOLTSs to suspension automata is presented; the transformation ensures that trace-based testing using
the resulting suspension automaton is exactly as powerful as ioco-based testing using the original IOLTS.

The transformation is essentially based on the subset construction for determinizing automata. Given
an IOLTS, the transformation ∆ defined below converts any IOLTS into an SA.

Definition 8 Let 〈S, I,U,→, s̄〉 ∈ IOLTS(I,U). The SA ∆(s̄) = 〈Q, I,U ∪{δ},→, q̄〉 is defined as:
• Q = P(S)\{ /0}.
• q̄ = s̄ after ε .

• →⊆ Q×Lδ ×Q is the least relation satisfying:
x ∈ L q ∈ Q

q x−→ {s′ ∈ S | ∃s ∈ q• s x
=⇒ s′}

q ∈ Q

q δ−→ {s ∈ q | δ (s)}

Example 1 Consider the IOLTS s̄ depicted in Figure 2 on page 57. The IOLTS s̄ is a specification of a
malfunctioning vending machine which sells tea for one euro coin (c). After receiving money, it either
delivers tea (t), refunds the money (r) or does nothing. Its suspension automaton ∆(s̄), with initial state
q̄, is depicted next to it. Note that the suspension traces of s̄ and the traces of suspension automaton ∆(s̄)
are identical.
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In general, a suspension automaton may not represent an actual IOLTS; for instance, in an arbitrary
suspension automaton, it is allowed to observe quiescence, followed by a proper output. This cannot
happen in an IOLTS. In [16], the set of suspension automata is characterized for which a transformation
to an IOLTS is possible. Such suspension automata are called valid. Proposition 1 of [16] states that for
any IOLTS s̄, the suspension automaton ∆(s̄) is valid. Conversely, Theorem 2 of [16] states that any valid
suspension automaton has the same testing power (with respect to ioco) as some IOLTS. This essentially
means that the class of valid suspension automata can be used safely for testing purposes.

Parallel Composition. A software or hardware system is usually composed of subunits and modules
that work in an orchestrated fashion to achieve the desired overall behavior of the software or hardware
system. In our setting, we can formalize such compositions using a special operator || on IOLTSs: two
IOLTSs can interact by connecting the outputs sent by one IOLTS to the inputs of the other IOLTS. We
assume that such inputs and outputs are taken from a shared alphabet of actions. For the non-common
actions the behavior of both IOLTSs is interleaved.

Definition 9 (parallel composition) Let 〈S1, I1,U1,→1, s̄1〉 and 〈S2, I2,U2,→2, s̄2〉 be two IOLTSs with
disjoint sets of input labels I1 and I2, and disjoint sets of output labels U1 and U2. The parallel composi-
tion of s̄1 and s̄2, denoted s̄1||s̄2 is the IOLTS 〈Q, I,U,→, s̄1||s̄2〉, where:

• Q = {s1||s2 | s1 ∈ S1,s2 ∈ S2}.
• I = (I1∪ I2)\ (U1∪U2) and U =U1∪U2.

• →⊆ Q× (L∪{τ})×Q is the least relation satisfying:

s1
x−→1 s′1 x 6∈ L2

s1||s2
x−→ s′1||s2

s2
x−→2 s′2 x 6∈ L1

s1||s2
x−→ s1||s′2

s1
x−→1 s′1 s2

x−→2 s′2 x 6= τ

s1||s2
x−→ s′1||s′2

The interaction between components is typically intended to be unobservable by a tester. This is not
enforced by the parallel composition, but can be specified by combining parallel composition with a
hiding operator, which is formalized below.

Definition 10 (hiding) Let 〈S, I,U,→, s̄〉 be an IOLTS, and let V ⊆U. The IOLTS resulting from hiding
events from the set V , denoted by hide[V ] ins is the IOLTS 〈S, I,U \V,→′, s̄〉, where→′ is defined as the
least relation satisfying:

s x−→ s′ x 6∈V

hide[V ] ins x−→′ hide[V ] ins′
s x−→ s′ x ∈V

hide[V ] ins τ−→′ hide[V ] ins′

Note that the hiding operator may turn non-divergent IOLTSs into divergent IOLTSs. As divergence is
excluded from the ioco testing theory, we must assume such divergences are not induced by composing
two implementations in parallel and hiding all successful communications. Since implementations are
assumed to be input enabled, this can only be ensured whenever components that are put in parallel never
produce infinite, uninterrupted runs of outputs over their alphabet of shared output actions. Implemen-
tations adhering to these constraints are referred to as shared output bounded implementations. From
hereon, we assume that all the implementions considered are shared output bounded.
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3 Decomposibility

Software can be constructed by decomposing a specification of the software in specifications of smaller
complexity. Reuse of readily available and well-understood platforms or environments can steer such a
decomposition. Given the prevalence of such platforms, the software engineering and associated testing
problem thus shifts to finding a proper specification of the system from which the platform behavior has
been factored out. Whether this is possible, however, depends on the specification; if so, we say that a
specification is decomposable.

The decomposability problem requires known action alphabets for both the specification and the
platform. Hence, we first fix these alphabets and illustrate how these are related. Hereafter, Ls denotes
the action alphabet of the specification s̄ and Le denotes the action alphabet of the platform ē. The actions
of Le not exposed to s̄ are contained in action alphabet Lv, i.e., we have Lv = Le \Ls. The action alphabet
of the quotient will be denoted by L, i.e. L = (Ls \Le)∪Lv. The relation between the above alphabets is
illustrated in Figure 1 in the introduction.

Definition 11 (Decomposability) Let s̄ ∈ IOLTS(Is,Us) be a specification, and let ē ∈ IOTS(Ie,Ue) be
an implementation. Let Lv = Iv ∪Uv be a set of actions of ē not part of s̄. Specification s̄ is said to be
decomposable for IOTS ē iff there is some specification s̄′ ∈ IOLTS((Is \ Ie)∪ Iv,(Us \Ue)∪Uv) for which
both:

• ∃c̄ ∈ IOTS((Is \ Ie)∪ Iv,(Us \Ue)∪Uv) • c̄ ioco s̄′, and

• ∀c̄ ∈ IOTS((Ie \ Ie)∪ Iv,(Ue \Ue)∪Uv) • c̄ ioco s̄′ =⇒ hide[Lv] in c̄||ē ioco s̄

Decomposability of a specification s̄ essentially ensures that a specification s̄′ for a subcomponent ex-
ists that guarantees that every ioco-correct implementation of it is also guaranteed to work correctly in
combination with the platform.
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τ
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Figure 2: A specification of a vending machine (s̄), two behavioral models of an implemented money
component (ē and r̄) and two specifications for a drink component (m̄ and p̄) with the behavioral model
of an implementation of the drink component (c̄).

Example 2 Consider IOLTSs depicted in Figure 2. The IOTS ē 2(c) presents the behavioral model of an
environment which after receiving a coin (c) either orders drink (order) or does nothing. Upon receiving
an error signal (error), never refunds the money (r). Component ē interacts with another component
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through actions ‘order’ and ‘error’; together, the components implement a vending machine for which
IOLTS s̄ 2(a) is the specification. The IOLTS m̄ 2(e) is a specification of a drink component which
delivers tea after receiving a drink order. If it encounters a problem in delivering the drink, it signals
an error. Specification m̄ guarantees that the combination of component ē with any drink component
implementation conforming to m̄, also conforms to s̄.

It may, however, be the case that an implementation, in combination with a given platform, perfectly
adheres to the overall specification s̄, and, yet fails to pass the conformance test for s̄′. As a consequence,
non-conformance of an implementation to s̄′ may not by itself be a reason to reject the implementation.

Example 3 Consider IOLTSs in Figure 2. The IOLTS m̄ 2(e) is a witness for decomposability of IOLTS
s̄2(a) for platform ē2(c). Thus, any compound system built of IOTS ē and a component conforming to m̄
is guaranteed to be in conformance with IOLTS s̄. Now, consider IOTS c̄ 2(g) which incorrectly imple-
ments the functionality specified in IOLTS m̄ 2(e), as it sends ‘error’ twice. Observe that, nevertheless,
hide[{error,order}] in c̄||ē still conforms to s̄.

It is often desirable to consider specifications s̄′ for which one only has to check whether an imple-
mentation c̄ adheres to s̄′, i.e., specifications for which it is guaranteed that a failure of an implementation
c̄ to comply to s̄′ also guarantees that the combination c̄||ē will violate the original specification s̄. We
can obtain this by considering a stronger notion of decomposability.

Definition 12 (Strong Decomposability) Let s̄∈ IOLTS(I,U) be a specification, and let ē∈ IOTS(Ie,Ue)
be an implementation. Let Lv = Iv∪Uv be a set of actions of ē not part of s̄. Specification s̄ is said to be
strongly decomposable for IOTS ē iff there is some specification s̄′ ∈ IOLTS((Is \ Ie)∪ Iv,(Us \Ue)∪Uv)
for which both:

• ∃c̄ ∈ IOTS((Is \ Ie)∪ Iv,(Us \Ue)∪Uv) • c̄ ioco s̄′, and

• ∀c̄ ∈ IOTS((Is \ Ie)∪ Iv,(Us \Ue)∪Uv) • c̄ ioco s̄′⇐⇒ hide[Lv] in c̄||ē ioco s̄

Example 4 Consider the IOLTSs p̄ and ē in Figure 2; specification p̄ is such that the combination of
component ē with any shared output bounded component that does not conform to p̄, fails to comply to s̄.

4 Sufficient Conditions for Decomposibility

Checking whether a given specification is decomposable is a difficult problem. However, knowing that a
specification is decomposable in itself hardly helps a design engineer. Apart from the question whether
a specification is decomposable, one is typically interested in a witness for the decomposed specifica-
tion, or quotient. Our approach to the decomposability problem is therefore constructive: we define a
quotient and we identify several conditions that ensure that the quotient we define is a witness for the
decomposability of a given specification.

One of the problems that may prevent a specification from being decomposable for a given platform
ē is that the latter may exhibit some behavior which unavoidably violates the specification s̄. We shall
therefore only consider platforms for which such violations are not present. We formalize this by check-
ing whether the behavior of ē is included in the behavior of s̄; that is, we give conditions that ensure
that ē in itself cannot violate the given specification s̄. Moreover, we assume that the input-enabled
specification of ē is available.
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Assuming that the behavior of ē is included in the behavior of the given specification s̄, we then pro-
pose a quotient s̄′ of s̄ for ē and prove sufficient conditions that guarantee that s̄ is indeed decomposable
and s̄′ is a witness to that.

4.1 Inclusion relation

We say that the behavior of a given platform ē is included in a specification s̄ if the outputs allowed by
s̄ subsume all outputs that can be produced by ē. For this, we need to take possible communications
between ē and the to-be-derived quotient over the action alphabet Lv into account. Another issue is that
we are dealing with two components, each of which may be quiescent. If component ē is quiescent, its
quiescence may be masked by outputs from the component with which it is supposed to interact. We
must therefore consider a refined notion of quiescence. We say state s in specification s̄ is relatively
quiescent with respect to alphabet Le, denoted by δē(s), if s produces no output of Le, i.e. out(s)∩Le = /0.

Analogous to δ , the suspension traces of s̄ can be enriched by adding the rule s δē=⇒δ s for δē(s) to be
able to formally reason about the possibility of being relatively quiescent with respect to Le. We write
Stracesē(s̄) to denote this enriched set of suspension traces of s̄.

Since the suspension traces of s̄ and ē differ as a result of different alphabets, we introduce a projec-
tion operator which allows us to map the suspension traces of s̄ to suspension traces of ē. The operator
↓Le

is defined as (xσ)↓Le
= xσ↓Le

if x ∈ Le; (xσ)↓Le
= δ (σ↓Le

), if x ∈ {δ ,δē}; otherwise, (xσ)↓Le
= σ↓Le

.

Definition 13 Let IOTS 〈Se, Ie,Ue,→, ē〉 be an implementation. Let IOLTS 〈Ss, Is,Us,→, s̄〉 be a specifi-
cation. We say the behavior of ē is included in s̄, denoted by ē incl s̄ iff

∀σ ∈ Stracesē(s̄) : out(hide[Lv] in ē after σ↓Le
)⊆ out(s̄ after σ)

Example 5 Consider the IOLTSs in Figure 2. We have ē incl s̄. Consider the IOLTS r̄ which has the
same functionality with IOLTS ē except that upon receiving an error signal (error), it may or may not
refund the money (r). The behavior of r̄ is not included in s̄, because of observing the output r in r̄ after
executing (ct)↓Le

while s̄ after execution of ct reaches to a quiescent state.

4.2 Quotienting

We next focus on deriving a quotient of the specification s̄, factoring out the behavior of the platform ē.
A major source of complexity in defining such a quotient is the possible non-determinism that may be
present in s̄ and ē. We largely avert this complexity by utilizing the suspension automata underlying s̄
and ē.

Another source of complexity is the fact that we must reason about the states of two systems running
in parallel; such a system synchronizes on shared actions and interleaves on non-shared actions. We
tame this conceptual complexity by formalizing an executes operator which, when executing a shared
or non-shared action, keeps track of the set of reachable states for the (suspension automata) of s̄ and ē.
Formally, the executes operator is defined as follows.

Definition 14 Let 〈Qs, Is,Us ∪{δ},→s, q̄s〉 be a suspension automaton underlying specification IOLTS
s̄, and let 〈Qe, Ie,U ∪{δ},→e, q̄e〉 be a suspension automaton underlying platform IOLTS ē. Let q ∈
P(Qs×Qe) be a non-empty collection of sets and let x ∈ Ls \ (Le \Lv).
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q executes x =





⋃

σ∈L∗e

⋃

(s,e)∈q

{(q′s,q′e) | s
σ−−→s q′s and e σx−−→e q′e} if x ∈ Lv

⋃

σ∈L∗e

⋃

(s,e)∈q

{(q′s,q′e) | s
σx−−→s q′s and e σ−−→e q′e} if x 6∈ Lv

⋃

σ∈L∗e

⋃

(s,e)∈q

{(q′s,q′e) | s
σδ−−→s q′s and e σδ−−→e q′e} if x = δ

Using the executes operator, we have an elegant construction of an automaton, called a quotient au-
tomaton, see below, which allows us to define sufficient conditions for establishing the decomposability
of a given specification.

Definition 15 (Quotient Automaton) Let 〈Qs, Is,Us∪{δ},→s, q̄s〉 be a suspension automaton underly-
ing specification s̄, and let 〈Qe, Ie,Ue ∪{δ},→e, q̄e〉 be a suspension automaton underlying platform ē.
The quotient of s̄ by ē, denoted by s̄/ē is a suspension automaton 〈Q, I,U ∪{δ},→, q̄〉 where:

• Q= (P(Qs×Qe)\{ /0})∪Qδ , where Qδ = {qδ | q∈P(Qs×Qe),q 6= /0}; for q /∈Qδ , we set q−1 = q
and for qδ ∈ Qδ , we set q−1

δ = q.

• q̄ = {(q̄s, q̄e)}.
• I = (Is \ Ie)∪ (Ue \Us) and U = (Us \Ue)∪{δ}∪ (Ie \ Is).

• →⊆ Q×L×Q is the least set satisfying:

a ∈ I q−1 executes a 6= /0

q a−→ q−1 executes a
[I1]

x ∈Uv q /∈ Qδ q−1 executes x 6= /0

q x−→ q−1 executes x
[U1]

x ∈U \Uv ∀(s,e) ∈ q,σ ∈ traces(s)∩ traces(e)∩ (L∗δ \L∗δ δ ) : x ∈ out(s after σ)

q x−→ q−1 executes x
[U2]

∀(s,e) ∈ q−1,σ ∈ traces(s)∩ traces(e) : δ ∈ out(s after σ)

q δ−→ q−1 executes δ
[δ1]

We briefly explain the construction of a quotient automaton. A non-shared input action is added to a
state in the quotient automaton s̄/ē if an execution of the corresponding state in ē leads to a state in s̄ at
which that action is enabled (I1, in combination with the second case in Definition 14). A shared input
action obeys the same rule except that a state of ē has to be reachable where that input action is taken (I1,
in combination with the first case in Definition 14). Note that a shared input action of s̄/ē is an output
action from the viewpoint of ē. In contrast, a non-shared output action is allowed at a state of s̄/ē only
if it is allowed by s̄ after any possible execution of ē (U2) and a similar rule is applied to quiescence
(δ1). Analogous to the shared input actions, a shared output action is considered as an action of a state
whenever a valid execution of the correspondent states in ē leads to a state at which that output action
is enabled (U1). Because the shared actions are hidden in s̄, a shared output action, in s̄/ē, may also be
enabled at a state reached by δ transitions. Such a sequence of events is invalid due to the definition
of quiescence. The observed problem is solved by adding a special set of states Qδ to the states of the
quotient automaton. These states represent quiescent states corresponding to the reachable states after
executing δ in s̄/ē. Moreover, no shared output action is added to these states.
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Figure 3: Two quotient automata derived using Definition 15

The quotient automaton derived from specification s̄ and platform ē is a suspension automaton: it
is deterministic and it has explicit δ labels. Yet, the quotient automata we derive are not necessarily
valid suspension automata. (As we recalled in Section 2, only valid suspension automata have the same
testing power as ordinary IOLTSs.) We furthermore observe that there some quotient automata that are
valid suspension automata but nevertheless only admit non-shared output bounded implementations as
implementations that conform to the quotient. As observed earlier, such implementations unavoidably
give rise to divergent systems when composed in parallel with the platform.

Example 6 Consider SAs depicted in Figure 3, IOLTSs s̄ and ē in Figure 2 and IOLTS l̄ derived by
removing the internal transition from state s1 to the initial state in s̄. SA r̄ is the quotient of s̄ by ē.
Likewise, SA ī is the quotient of l̄ by ē. Suspension automata r̄ and ī are valid SA regarding the definition
of validity of suspension automata presented in [16] . Assume an arbitrary shared output bounded IOTS
c̄ whose length of the longest sequence on the shared output is n, i.e. out(c̄ after σ)⊆ {tea,δ} for σ =
{error}n. Clearly, c̄���ioco ī, because out(ī after σ) = {error}. However, for any n≥ 0, there is always a
shared output bounded IOTS that conforms to r̄.

In view of the above, we say that a quotient automaton is valid if it is a valid suspension automaton and
strongly non-blocking.

Definition 16 Let s̄/ē be a quotient automaton derived from a specification s̄ and an environment ē. We
say that s̄/ē is valid iff both:

• s̄/ē is a valid suspension automaton, and

• s̄/ē is strongly non-blocking, i.e. ∀q ∈ s̄/ē •out(q)∩((U \Uv)∪{δ}) 6= /0.

Strongly non-blocking ensures that the quotient automaton always admits a shared output bounded im-
plementation that conforms to it. Furthermore, valid quotient automata are, by definition, also valid
suspension automata. Since every valid suspension automaton underlies at least one IOLTS, we there-
fore have established a sufficient condition for the decomposability of a specification.

Theorem 1 Let s̄ ∈ IOLTS(Is,Us) be a specification and let ē ∈ IOTS(Ie,Ue) be an environment. Then s̄
is decomposable for ē if s̄/ē is a valid quotient automaton and ē incl s̄.

Note that the IOLTS underlying the quotient automaton is a witness to the decomposability of the spec-
ification; we thus not only have a sufficient condition for the decomposability of a specification but also
a witness for the decomposition.
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Figure 4: A schematic view of the EFT Switch, a suspension automata of simplified behavioral models
of the EFT switch s̄ and an implementation of the financial component ē, and the quotient of s̄ w.r.t. ē

4.3 Example

To illustrate the notions introduced so far, we treat a simplified model of an Electronic Funds Transfer
(EFT) switch, which we have studied and tested using ioco-based techniques [1]. A schematic view of
this example is depicted in Figure 4(a). An EFT switch provides a communication mechanism among
different components of a card-based financial system. On one side of the EFT switch, there are compo-
nents, with which the end-user deals, such as Automated Teller Machines (ATMs), Point-of-Sale (POS)
devices and e-Payment applications. On the other side, there are banking systems and the inter-bank
network connecting the switches of different financial institutions.

The various involving parties in every transaction performed by an EFT switch in conjunction with
the variety of financial transactions complicate the behavioral model of the EFT switch. Similar to any
other complex software system, the EFT switch comprises many different components, some of which
can be run individually.

A part of the simplified communication model of the EFT switch with a banking system in the
purchase scenario is depicted in Figure 4(b). The scenario starts by receiving a purchase request from a
POS; this initial part of the scenario is removed from the model, for the sake of brevity. Subsequently, the
EFT switch sends a purchase request (p rq) to the banking system. The EFT switch will reverse (rev rq)
the sent purchase request if the corresponding response (p rs) is not received within a certain amount of
time (e.g, an internal time-out occurs, denoted by τ). Due to possible delays in the network layer of the
EFT switch, an external observer (tester) may observe the reverse request of a purchase even before the
purchase request which is pictured in Fig 4(b).

The EFT switch is further implemented in terms of two components, namely, the financial component
and the reversal component. A simplified behavioral model of the financial component is given in Figure
4(c). Comparing the two languages of s̄ and ē, t action (representing time-out) is considered as an internal
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interface between ē and a to-be-developed implementation of the reversal component. Observe that
for every sequence σ in {p rq(δe|rev rq)∗, p rq(δe|rev rq)∗rev rq(δ |δe)

∗, p rq p rs(δe|rev rq)∗(δ |δe)
∗,

(δe|rev rq)∗,(δe|rev rq)∗rev rq(rev rq|p rq)∗(δ |δe)
∗}, it holds that out(hide[t] in ē after σ↓Le

) ⊆
out(s̄ after σ); thus, the behavior of ē is included in s̄. We next instigate investigate decomposability of
s̄ with ē, by constructing the quotient s̄/ē. Note that t is the only shared action which is an input action
from the view point of s̄/ē. The resulting quotient automaton, obtained by applying Definition 15 to s̄
and ē is depicted in Figure 4(d). We illustrate some steps in its derivation. The initial state of the quotient
automaton is defined as the {(s̄, ē)}. Below, we illustrate which of the rules of Definition 15 are possible
from this initial state; doing so repeatedly for all reached states will ultimately produce the reachable
states of the quotient automaton.

1. We check the possibility of adding input transitions to the initial state, i.e. q0 = {(s̄, ē)}. Following
q0 executes t = {(s1,e2)} and deduction rule I1 in Definition 15, the transition q0

t−→ q1 is added
to the transition relation of s̄/ē where q1 = {(s1,e2)} (state 1 in Figure 4(d)).

2. We check the possibility of adding output transitions to q0 = {(s̄, ē)}. We observe that rev rq ∈
out(s̄ after σ) for every σ ∈ {ε, p rq, p rq p rs}. Regarding deduction rule U2, the transition
q0

rev rq−−−→ q2 is added to the transition relation of s̄/ē where q2 = {(s5, ē),(s2,e1),(s2,e3)} (state 2
in Figure 4(d)).

3. Following deduction rule δ1 and δ 6∈ out(s̄ after ε), δ -labeled transition is not added to q0.

The constructed quotient automaton s̄/ē is valid: it is both a valid suspension automaton and strongly
non-blocking. As a result, s̄ is decomposable with respect to ē and s̄/ē is a witness to that.

5 Strong Decomposibility

It is a natural question whether the quotient automaton that we defined in the previous section, along with
the sufficient conditions for decomposability of a specification provide sufficient conditions for strong
decomposability. The proof of Theorem 1 gives some clues to the contrary. A main problem is in the
notion of quiescence, and, in particular in the notion of relative quiescence, which is unobservable in the
standard ioco theory. More specifically, the platform ē may mask the (unwanted) lack of outputs of the
quotient automaton.

A natural solution to this is to consider a subclass of implementations called internal choice IOTSs,
studied in [8, 15]: such implementations only accept inputs when reaching a quiescent state. The propo-
sition below states that strong decomposability can be achieved under these conditions.

Theorem 2 Let s̄ ∈ IOLTS(Is,Us) be a specification and let ē ∈ IOTS(Ie,Ue) be an environment. If s̄ is
decomposable and ē is an internal choice IOTS then s̄ is strongly decomposable and s̄/ē is a witness to
this.

As a result of the above theorem, testing whether the composition of a component c̄ and a platform ē
conforms to specification s̄ reduces to testing for the conformance of c̄ to s̄/ē. This can be done using the
standard ioco testing theory [13].

A problem may arise when trying this approach in practice. Namely, the amount of time and mem-
ory needed for derivation of the ioco test suit increases exponentially in the number of transitions in the
specification due to the nondeterministic nature of the test-case generation algorithm. We avoid these
complexities by presenting an on-the-fly testing algorithm inspired by [4]. Algorithm 1 describes the
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on-the-fly testing algorithm in which sound test cases are generated without constructing the quotient
automaton upfront. We partially explored the quotient automaton during test execution. We use the ex-
tended version of executes operator in Algorithm 1 which is defined on ordinary IOLTSs; the underlying
IOLTSs of suspension automata is used to avoid the complexity of constructing suspension automata, i.e.
executes : P(P(Ss)×P(Se))×Lδ ×P(P(Ss)×P(Se)).

Algorithm 1 Let s̄ ∈ IOLTS(Is,Us) be a specification and let ē ∈ IOTS(Ie,Ue) be an environment. Let
c̄ ∈ IOTS(LI,LU) be an implementation tested against s̄ with respect to ē by application of the following
rules, initializing S with ({(s̄ after ε),(ē after ε)}) and verdict V with None:
while (V 6∈ {Fail,Pass})
{ apply one of the following case:

1. (*provide an input*) Select an a∈ {a∈ LI | S executes a 6= /0}, then S = S executes a and provide
c̄ with a

2. (*accept quiescence*) If no output is generated by c̄ (quiescence situation) and
∀(s,e) ∈ S,σ ∈ Straces(s)∩Straces(e) : δ ∈ out(s after σ) , then S = S executes δ

3. (*fail on quiescence*) If no output is generated by c̄ (quiescence situation) and
(∃(s,e) ∈ S,σ ∈ Straces(s)∩Straces(e) : δ 6∈ out(s after σ)), then V = Fail

4. (*accept a shared output*) If x ∈Uv is produced by c̄ and S executes x 6= /0, then S = S executes x

5. (*fail on a shared output*) If x ∈Uv is produced by c̄ and S executes x = /0, then V = Fail

6. (*accept an output*) If x ∈U \Uv is produced by c̄ and ∀(s,e) ∈ S,σ ∈ Straces(s)∩Straces(e)∩
(L∗δ \L∗δ δ ) : x ∈ out(s after σ), then S = S executes x

7. (*fail on an output*) If x ∈U \Uv is produced by c̄ and
∃(s,e) ∈ S,σ ∈ Straces(s)∩Straces(e)∩ (L∗δ \L∗δ δ ) : x 6∈ out(s after σ), then V = Fail

8. (*nondeterministically terminate*) V = Pass }

Termination of the above algorithm with V = Fail implies that the composition of the implementation
under test with ē does not conform to s̄.

Theorem 3 Let s̄∈ IOLTS(Is,Us) be a specification and let ē∈ IOLTS(Ie,Ue) be an internal choice IOTS
environment whose behavior is included in s̄. Let V be the verdict upon termination of Algorithm 1 when
executed on an implementation c̄. If hide[Lv] in c̄||ē ioco s̄ then V = Pass.

6 Conclusions

We investigated the property of decomposability of a specification in the setting of Tretmans’ ioco theory
for formal conformance testing [12]. Decomposability allows for determining whether a specification
can be met by some implementation running on a given platform. Based on a new specification, to which
we refer to as the quotient, and which we derived from the given one by factoring out the effects of
the platform, we identified three conditions (two on the quotient and one on the platform) that together
guarantee the decomposability of the original specification.

Any component that correctly implements the quotient is guaranteed to work correctly on the given
platform. However, failing implementations provide no information on the correctness of the cooper-
ation between the component and the platform. We therefore studied strong decomposability, which
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further strengthens the decomposability problem to ensure that only those components that correctly
implement the quotient are guaranteed to work correctly on the given platform, meeting the overall spec-
ification. This ensures that testing a component against the quotient provides all information needed to
judge whether it will work correctly on the platform and meet the overall specification’s requirements.
However, the complexity of computing the quotient is an exponential problem. We propose an on-the-fly
test case derivation algorithm which does not compute the quotient explicitly. Components that fail such
a test case provably fail to work on the platform, meeting the overall specification, too.

Checking the inclusion relation of a platform may be expensive in practice. As for future work, we
would like to merge the two steps of checking the correctness of the platform and driving the quotient and
investigate whether the constraints on the platform can be relaxed by ensuring that the derived quotient
masks some of the unwanted behavior of the platform.
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Runtime verification is checking whether a system execution satisfies or violates a given correctness
property. A procedure that automatically, and typically on the fly, verifies conformance of the sys-
tem’s behavior to the specified property is called a monitor. Nowadays, a variety of formalisms are
used to express properties on observed behavior of computer systems, and a lot of methods have
been proposed to construct monitors. However, it is a frequent situation when advanced formalisms
and methods are not needed, because an executable model of the system is available. The original
purpose and structure of the model are out of importance; rather what is required is that the system
and its model have similar sets of interfaces. In this case, monitoring is carried out as follows. Two
“black boxes”, the system and its reference model, are executed in parallel and stimulated with the
same input sequences; the monitor dynamically captures their output traces and tries to match them.
The main problem is that a model is usually more abstract than the real system, both in terms of func-
tionality and timing. Therefore, trace-to-trace matching is not straightforward and allows the system
to produce events in different order or even miss some of them. The paper studies on-the-fly confor-
mance relations for timed systems (i.e., systems whose inputs and outputs are distributed along the
time axis). It also suggests a practice-oriented methodology for creating and configuring monitors
for timed systems based on executable models. The methodology has been successfully applied to a
number of industrial projects of simulation-based hardware verification.

1 Introduction

Verification has long been recognized as one of the integral parts of software and hardware design pro-
cesses [15, 22]. Generally, it is an activity intended to check whether a system or its part meets a
specification (set of functional and timing requirements). Verification techniques can be divided into
two main groups, namely formal verification and testing (also known as simulation-based verification
in the hardware engineering domain) [14]. Formal methods are aimed at rigorous proving or disproving
the correctness of a formal model of a system with respect to a formal specification. Such approaches
exhaustively examine all possible executions of a given system – either explicitly (by enumerating all
reachable states) or implicitly (by using symbolic techniques). In contrast, testing deals with a finite
number of executions and estimates the system’s behavior in a finite number of situations (so-called
test situations). Runtime verification is a common point of both. Like testing, it works with concrete
executions of a system, but does it in a formal way.

In runtime verification, a correctness property is typically expressed in a formal language, which
makes it possible to automatically translate the property into a monitor. Such a monitor is then used to
check a system execution with respect to that property [5]. The idea is similar to specification-based
testing, where a formal specification serves as a basis for generating a test oracle, which, like monitor,
determines whether an observed behavior is consistent with the specification [11, 12]. But, as opposed
to testing, it is not a scope of runtime verification to construct test sequences and apply them to the
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system under test. The task is to passively observe inputs and outputs of the system and to check their
conformance – that is why it is also called passive testing [3]. Formally, when L(ϕ) denotes the set
of valid system executions given by property ϕ , runtime verification is aimed at checking whether a
concrete execution w is an element of L(ϕ). In this sense, runtime verification deals with the word
problem, i.e., identifying whether a given word is included in some language [5].

Correctness properties in runtime verification may be expressed using a variety of different for-
malisms, including extended regular expressions [21], contract specifications [12] and rule-based ap-
proaches [4]. Temporal logic, which is well-known from model checking [10], is also very popular in
runtime verification, especially variants of linear temporal logic, such as LTL and TLTL (a natural coun-
terpart of LTL in the timed setting) [5]. There are also a lot of methods for generating effective monitors
(or test oracles) from formal specifications. However, sophisticated formalisms and methods are not
always suitable for industrial practice. For example, many hardware design companies use executable
software models for design space exploration and architecture modeling; it is quite natural to reuse those
models for verification and monitoring. High reusability within a project is important to complete ver-
ification within the timeline [19]. Moreover, reusable models ensure conceptual integrity of the project
and accelerate the knowledge interchange.

Runtime verification based on executable models is carried out in the following way. A reference
model is co-executed with the target system and applied with the same inputs as the system under verifi-
cation. The outputs of two “black boxes” are given to the monitor that matches them and decides whether
they are consistent. Aside from minor technical difficulties on organizing co-execution and transforming
interfaces, there is a conceptual problem relating to model abstractness. As a rule, a model (tending to be
as simple as possible) does not specify the system’s behavior accurately, which makes the output match-
ing awkward. If the model produces some outputs in some order, it does not necessarily mean that the
system should do it in the same manner – the order may differ and some of the ouputs may be omitted.
Before using a model for monitoring one has to specify a priori information on its abstractness and give
it to the monitor. One of the contributions of this paper is an approach that allows easy adaptation of
monitors for models represented in different abstraction levels.

We consider timed systems, which react on inputs distributed in time and emit outputs at dedicated
time points. Formally, it means that each event is paired together with a time stamp, identifying when
exactly the event happened. For the discrete-time model, timed sequences of events can be easily trans-
formed into ordinary ones by removing time stamps and inserting a special tick event in proper positions
of the original sequence (as many times as necessary) [2]. Nevertheless, even in that case, it is con-
venient to suppose that each event is tagged with a time stamp. Executions of a system and its model
are described by timed sequences over the same alphabet. Assumptions on the model abstractness allow
dynamical generalization of linear sequences into the partially ordered multisets consisting of events
and time intervals associated with them. In general terms, the monitor checks on the fly that an im-
plementation trace is a linearization of the generalized specification trace (subset of the trace) and all
implementation events satisfy the corresponding time interval constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic mathematical notions
used in the work such as a timed word, trace and pomset. Section 3 is the main part of the paper, in which
the suggested method for timed trace matching is described. The section formalizes implementation and
specification behavior and defines a conformance relation between implementations and specifications.
It also describes a monitoring approach in detail and states its correctness. Section 4 outlines our expe-
rience in using the proposed approach for simulation-based verification of industrial hardware designs.
Section 5 is a brief survey of the related work. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses some of our
future research directions.
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2 Preliminaries

For the rest of the paper, Σ denotes a finite alphabet of events, while T denotes a time domain. An
event might be considered as a set of propositions that identify a situation when the event happens. A
time domain is a totally ordered set with no upper bound, typically, N (discrete-time model) or R≥0

(continuous-time model). Sequences of events are called words (the empty word is denoted by ε). Sym-
bols Σ∗ and Σω stand for the sets of finite and infinite words over Σ, respectively. The length of a word w
is denoted by |w|. If u and v are two words over the same alphabet and u is finite, then uv denotes their
concatenation. For w = uv we say that w is a continuation of u with v.

Sometimes, it is useful to structurize events by dividing them into inputs and outputs (Σ = I∪O) and
by introducing a notion of port [17]. Let P = {1,2, ...,k} and port : Σ→ P. Then, the tuple 〈Σ1, ...,Σk〉,
where Σp = port−1(p), is called a distributed alphabet.

Definition 1 (Timed word – Alur and Dill [2]) A timed word w over the alphabet Σ and the time do-
main T is a sequence (a0, t0)(a1, t1)... of timed events (ai, ti)∈ Σ×T, satisfying the following constraints:

1. for each i≥ 0, ti < ti+1 holds (monotonicity);

2. if the sequence is infinite, for every t ∈ T there is some i≥ 0, such that ti > t (progress). �
Strict monotonicity in the definition above can be weaken to monotonicity (i.e., it can be required that
ti ≤ ti+1 for all i ≥ 0) [2]. (Σ×T)∗ and (Σ×T)ω denote the sets of finite and infinite timed words,
respectively. Note that port partitioning implies an additional constraint on a timed word:

3. for all i, j ≥ 0, such that i 6= j and ti = t j, port(ei) 6= port(e j) (sequentiality).
In concurrent systems, the concept of independence is often in use. Two events are considered as

independent if they cannot be causally related (i.e., they may happen concurrently). Events on different
ports are usually independent, while those on the same port are dependent. Concurrent execution can
be modeled by partially ordered traces of events, where incomparable events are supposed to occur in
indeterminate order or in parallel [6]. This intuition underlies two formal models of non-interleaving
concurrency: (1) Mazurkiewicz’s trace model [18] and (2) Pratt’s pomset model [20]. The definitions
and their extensions for the timed case are given below.

Definition 2 (Trace – Mazurkiewicz [18]) An independence relation over the alphabet Σ is a symmet-
ric and irreflexive relation I⊂ Σ×Σ. Given an independence relation I, a pair 〈Σ,I〉 is called a concur-
rent alphabet. Two words u and v are called Mazurkiewicz equivalent (u ≡I v) iff u can be transformed
to v by a finite number of exchanges of adjacent, independent events. A Mazurkiewicz trace (or, simply,
a trace) is an equivalence class of words by the Mazurkiewicz equivalence relation. �

The set of traces over the concurrent alphabet 〈Σ,I〉 is denoted as M(Σ,I). Given an independence
relation I, the relation D= (Σ×Σ)\I is called the dependence relation. The length of a trace τ (denoted
by |τ|) is the length of any of its representatives. If w is a word, [w]I is the trace that includes w as
a representative. A concatenation of traces over the same concurrent alphabet 〈Σ,I〉 is defined by the
equality [u]I[v]I = [uv]I. A trace σ is called a prefix of τ (σ v τ) iff there exists γ , such that σγ = τ .

Example 1 (Traces) Let Σ = {a,b,c,d} and I = {(a,b),(b,a),(c,d),(d,c)}. Then, some traces are as
follows:

[ε]I = {ε}
[ad]I = {ad}
[ab]I = {ab,ba}

[abcd]I = {abcd,bacd,abdc,badc}
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Figure 1: Sequential and parallel composition of simple pomsets

Definition 3 (Pomset (partially ordered multiset) – Pratt [20]) A Σ-labeled partial order is a tuple
〈V,�,λ 〉, where V is a finite set of vertices and λ : V → Σ is the labeling function. Two Σ-labeled
partial orders are called equivalent iff they are order- and label-isomorphic (i.e., they are either equal or
differ only in the names of vertices). A pomset over the alphabet Σ is an isomorphism class of Σ-labeled
partial orders. �

Note that words are equivalent to pomsets with the total order, while multisets are equivalent to
pomsets whose partial order is the equality. For convenience, we will use a concrete representative (a
labeled partial order) to denote the pomset. There is a number of operations on pomsets, including
parallel and sequential composition. Let σ = 〈V,�,λ 〉 and γ = 〈V ′,�′,λ ′〉 are pomsets over the same
alphabet, such that V ∩V ′ =∅. Define the pomsets (σ ‖ γ) and (σ ; γ) as follows:

(σ ‖ γ) = 〈V ∪V ′,� ∪�′,λ ∪λ ′〉
(σ ; γ) = 〈V ∪V ′,� ∪�′ ∪(V ×V ′),λ ∪λ ′〉

Example 2 (Pomsets) Examples of pomsets in the form of Hasse diagrams (i.e., drawings of the partial
order transitive reduction), may be found in Figure 1.

A linearization of a pomset 〈V,�,λ 〉 is a total labelled order 〈V,≤,λ 〉, where �⊆≤. The set of
linearizations of a pomset σ is denoted by lin(σ). A designation x⊥y means that neither x� y nor y� x.
We say that x ∈ V immediately precedes y ∈ V and write x≺̇y iff x ≺ y and there is no such z ∈ V that
x≺ z≺ y. A history of x ∈V is the set ↓ x = {y ∈V | y� x} (for X ⊆V , ↓ X =

⋃
x∈X ↓ x).

It can be shown that each trace can be represented as a pomset. The opposite is true only for a
restricted class of pomsets [6]. Let 〈Σ,I〉 be a concurrent alphabet and σ = 〈V,≺,λ 〉 be a pomset, such
that

- for each x ∈V , ↓ x is a finite set;

- for all x,y ∈V , if x⊥y, then
(
λ (x),λ (y)

)
∈ I;

- for all x,y ∈V , if x≺̇y, then
(
λ (x),λ (y)

)
∈D.

Then, lin(σ) is a trace over 〈Σ,I〉 and σ = pom(lin(σ)) [6]. Further, we will represent traces as pomsets
satisfying the conditions above. The same consideration is done in [16, 8].

Definition 4 (Timed trace – Chieu and Hung [8]) A timed trace over the concurrent alphabet 〈Σ,I〉
and the time doman T is a quadruple 〈V,�,λ ,θ〉, where 〈V,�,λ 〉 is a trace over 〈Σ,I〉 and θ : V → T
is a time function satisfying the following conditions:
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Figure 2: Scheme for checking conformance between implementation and specification

1. for all x,y ∈V , if x≺ y, then θ(x)< θ(y) (causality);

2. if the trace is infinite, then for every t ∈ T there is a cut C ⊆ V , such that minx∈C{θ(x)} ≥ t
(progress). �

The set of timed traces over the concurrent alphabet 〈Σ,I〉 and the time domain T is denoted as
Mθ (Σ,I,T). Note that timed words are a particular case of timed traces. Given a non-empty timed trace
σ = 〈V,�,λ ,θ〉, begin(σ) =minx∈V{θ(x)} and end(σ) =maxx∈V{θ(x)} (if σ is infinite, end(σ) = ∞);
σ[t,t+∆t] is a sub-trace of σ consisting of x ∈ V , such that θ(x) ∈ [t, t +∆t]. Let TI(T) be the set of time
intervals over the time domain T (i.e., TI(T) = {[t, t +∆t] | t, t +∆t ∈ T}).
Definition 5 (Time interval trace) A time interval trace over the concurrent alphabet 〈Σ,I〉 and the
time doman T is a quadruple σ = 〈V,�,λ ,δ 〉, where 〈V,�,λ 〉 is a trace over 〈Σ,I〉 and δ : V → TI(T)
is a function that associates a time interval to a vertex. The language of the time interval trace σ is the
set L(σ) = {〈V,�,λ ,θ〉 ∈Mθ (Σ,I,T) | ∀x ∈V . θ(x) ∈ δ (x)}. �

The set of time interval traces over the concurrent alphabet 〈Σ,I〉 and the time domain T is denoted
as Mδ (Σ,I,T). Futher we will deal with pairs consisting of a timed trace σ and a time interval trace σδ ,
such that σ ∈ L(σδ ). Such a pair can be expressed as a quintuple 〈V,�,λ ,θ ,δ 〉 and is referred to as an
extended time interval trace. The set of such traces is denoted as Mθδ (Σ,I,T).

3 Runtime Verification with Executable Models

A timed word (more precisely, a timed trace with an empty partial order) describes a concrete execution
of the implementation under verification, while an extended time interval trace being more general can
be considered as a specification behavior. Our goal is to check whether an implementation timed word
wI ∈ (Σ×T)∗(ω) is conforming to a specification trace σS ∈Mθδ (Σ,I,T). Note that we are interested in
on-the-fly checking, which means that a monitor “lives” in time and matches two traces in an event-driven
fashion. Trace acceptance (verdict) at a given time point has a three-valued semantics [5]: (1) f alse (an
inconsistency has been detected), (2) true (the implementation execution has been completed and its
trace is conforming to the specification trace) and (3) inconclusive (the monitoring is in progress and no
inconsistency has been found).

To make it clear where a specification trace comes from, an additional explanation should be pro-
vided. As it was said in the introduction, a system specification is represented in the executable form.
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Hence, it can be executed and its executions (as ones of the implementation) are represented as timed
words. The straightforward testing of the equality of two timed words is often inadequate and makes
sense only for time-accurate specifications. Specifications are usually more abstract than implementa-
tions, especially in terms of event ordering and timing. Assumptions on the specification abstractness
generalize a concrete timed word to the extended time interval trace softening the conformance checking.
Formally, abstraction is a map A : (Σ×T)∗(ω)→Mθδ (Σ,I,T), such that w is conforming to A(w) for
every w ∈ (Σ×T)∗(ω). A specification timed word wS is mapped into the extended time interval trace
A(wS) = σS. Then, it is checked whether an implementation word wI is conforming to the constructed
specification trace σS. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. Technical details can be found in Section 4.

3.1 Conformance Relation

The next definition formalizes system executions in terms of timed traces. It also singles out input and
output sequences as particular cases of traces corresponding to stimuli to a system and its reactions,
respectively. System behavior is then abstractly defined as a map of inputs to outputs.

Definition 6 (Execution trace) An execution trace over the concurrent alphabet 〈Σ,I〉 and the time do-
main T is a timed trace with the empty partial order (i.e., a trace of the kind 〈V,∅,λ ,θ〉). If Σ = I∪O,
then execution traces over the alphabet I are called input sequences, while execution traces over the
alphabet O are referred to as output sequences. �

Note that the empty partial order in execution traces reflects a fact that an implementation is a “black
box”, and, therefore, the cause-effect relation between its events is unknown. The sets of input and output
sequences are designated by Iθ (Σ,T) and Oθ (Σ,T), respectively. Hereinafter, we will use the shortened
notations: I= Iθ (Σ,T) and O=Oθ (Σ,T).

Definition 7 (Behavior) Deterministic timed behavior (or, simply, behavior) over the alphabet Σ and
the time domain T is a (partial) map B : I×T→O satisfying the following constraints:

- for every w ∈ I and t ∈ T, end
(
B(w, t)

)
≤ t holds (future uncertainty);

- for every w ∈ I and t ∈ T, B(w, t) =B(w[0,t], t) holds (time directivity);

- for every w ∈ I and every t ∈ T, there exists wv ∈ I, a continuation of w, and ∆t ≥ 0, such that
end
(
B(wv, t +∆t)

)
≥ t (liveness). �

The idea behind the concept is clear. Behavior describes how an input sequence is transformed into
the output sequence taking into account an observation time point. Usually, when an input sequence is
applied, then after a finite number of time units (counting from the last input time) the output sequence
is fully observed and is ready to be checked. Such post-mortem analysis is not however what we are
interested in. There are two reasons for that: (1) to ease the analysis, an execution should be terminated
as soon as a failure is detected; (2) storing long sequences in memory is costly. Providing that a reference
model is available, consider how it can be used for checking implementation behavior in runtime. Let
us extend the definition above by allowing a specification to return extended time interval traces over the
outputs (not concrete sequences as it is required). Denote the set of such traces as Oθδ .

Given an output trace 〈V,�,λ ,θ ,δ 〉 ∈ Oθδ , define two functions, ∆t±, such that for every x ∈ V ,
δ (x) = [θ(x)−∆t−(x),θ(x)+∆t+(x)]. Assume that functions ∆t± are bounded (i.e., there exist constants
∆T± > 0, such that |∆t±(x)| ≤ ∆T± for all x ∈ V ). Assume also that values ∆t±(x) depend only on
the event not on the vertex itself (i.e., ∆t±(x) = ∆t±(λ (x))). Let I and S be an implementation and
specification behavior, respectively. Given an input sequence w ∈ I, a time point t ∈ T, let us consider
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Figure 3: Conformance between implementation and specification

implementation and specification outputs: I(w, t) = 〈VI,∅,λI,θI〉 and S(w, t) = 〈VS,�S,λS,θS,δS〉. Let
us introduce the following notations:

past∆t
I (w, t) = {y ∈ I(w, t) | θI(y)≤

(
t−∆t−(y)

)
};

pastI(w, t) = {y ∈ I(w, t) | θI(y)≤ t};
past∆t

S (w, t) = {x ∈ S(w, t) | θS(x)≤
(
t−∆t+(x)

)
};

pastS(w, t) = {x ∈ S(w, t) | θS(x)≤ t};
match(x,y) =

(
λI(y) = λS(x)

)
∧
(
θI(y) ∈ δS(x)

)
.

Definition 8 (Conformance relation) The implementation behavior I is said to be conforming to the
specification behavior S iff domI= domS and for all w ∈ domS and t ∈ T, there is a relation M(w, t)⊆
{(x,y) ∈ pastS(w, t)×pastI(w, t) |match(x,y)} (called a matching relation), such that:

1. M(w, t) is a one-to-one relation;

2. for each x ∈ past∆t
S (w, t), there is y ∈ pastI(w, t), such that (x,y) ∈M(w, t);

3. for each y ∈ past∆t
I (w, t), there is x ∈ pastS(w, t), such that (x,y) ∈M(w, t);

4. for all (x,y),(x′,y′) ∈M(w, t), if x≺ x′, then θI(y)≤ θI(y′).

If for some w∈ I and t ∈T the abovementioned properties are violated, then I is said to be not conforming
to S, and w[0,t] is referred to as a counterexample. �

Figure 3 illustrates the conformance relation definition for a particular input sequence (being unim-
portant it is not shown in the picture) and observation time (t = 4). The upper part of the figure is a
drawing of the implementation outputs (black circles with white labels: b, a and c). The lower part
depicts the specification outputs (white circles with black labels: a, b, c and d). Let us denote the trace
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vertices (i.e., circles themselves) by yb, ya and yc (for the implementation) and xa, xb, xc and xd (for
the specification). The implementation vertices are not causally related to each other, while the spec-
ification vertices are partially ordered (the precedence relation is drawn by arrows: xa ≺ xc, xb ≺ xc,
xa ≺ xd and xb ≺ xd) and are tagged with time intervals (δ (xa) = [0,2], δ (xb) = [1,3], δ (xc) = [0,4] and
δ (xd) = [1,5]). Matchings are depicted by intermittent lines connecting the implementation vertices with
the specification ones ((xa,ya), (xb,yb) and (xc,yc)). It is easy to see that this relation fits the matching
relation definition: (1) it is one-to-one relation; (2 & 3) it includes all events whose lifetime has been
exhausted; (4) is preserves the specification ordering:

•
(
xa ≺ xc

)
and

(
θ(ya) = 2≤ 3 = θ(yc)

)
;

•
(
xb ≺ xc

)
and

(
θ(yb) = 1≤ 3 = θ(yc)

)
.

And, certainly, this relation satisfies the matching condition:

•
(
λ (xa) = λ (ya) = a

)
and

(
θ(ya) = 2 ∈ [0,2] = δ (xa)

)
;

•
(
λ (xb) = λ (yb) = b

)
and

(
θ(yb) = 1 ∈ [1,3] = δ (xb)

)
;

•
(
λ (xc) = λ (yc) = c

)
and

(
θ(yc) = 3 ∈ [0,4] = δ (xc)

)
.

The next section describes a procedure that automatically and dynamically constructs a matching
relation between implementation and specification outputs. If it fails to create such a relation, it reports
the reason, which can interpreted as a failure type: a missing or unexpected implementation output.

3.2 On-the-Fly Trace Matching

A monitor that matches implementation and specification traces and checks their conformance is co-
executed with the implementation and specification and reacts on their outputs. Formally, the monitor
can be expressed as a timed automaton [2] with two types of input ports: (1) ports for receiving specifi-
cation outputs and (2) ports for receiving implementation outputs. When the automaton detects inconsis-
tency between implementation and specification traces, it goes into a dedicated state informing that the
implementation is not conforming to the specification.

A formal description of the on-the-fly trace matcher is given below. It is represented as a system of
guarded actions. Each action is atomic and is executed as soon as the guard is true. The actions and
their guards depend on an external variable t reflecting the current simulation time and outputs produced
by the specification and implementation in response to the same input sequence (S and I, respectively).
The value of t is monotonically increasing in real time (simulation time may coincide with real time).
The writing y ∈ I[t] means that at time t the implementation omits an output y. The description is based
on two functions: (1) the primary arbiter (arbiterS) and (2) the secondary arbiter (arbiterI), which are
defined as follows:

arbiterS(X) =

{
min�(X) if X 6=∅,
φ otherwise (φ /∈ Σ);

arbiterI(y,X) =

{
arg minx∈X .match(x,y){θS(x)} if there is x ∈ X , such that match(x,y),
φ otherwise.
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Action 1 onSpecOut put[x], x ∈ S[t]
Guard: true
Input: x

pastS⇐ pastS∪{x}
if x ∈ arbiterS(pastS) then

for all y ∈ pastI [in ascending of θI(y)] do
if x = arbiterI(y,{x}) then

pastS⇐ pastS \{x}
pastI ⇐ pastI \{y}
match ⇐ match∪{〈x,y〉}
trace(〈x,y〉, “Conforming output”)
break

end if
end for

end if

Action 2 onImplOut put[y], y ∈ I[t]
Guard: true
Input: y

pastI ⇐ pastI ∪{y}
x⇐ arbiterI(y,arbiterS(pastS))
if x 6= φ then

pastS⇐ pastS \{x}
pastI ⇐ pastI \{y}
match⇐ match∪{〈x,y〉}
trace(〈x,y〉, “Conforming output”)

end if

Action 3 onSpecTimeout[x], x ∈ pastS
Guard:

(
θS(x)+∆t+(x)

)
≤ t

Input: x
pastS⇐ pastS \{x}
verdict⇐ f alse‘
trace(〈x,φ〉, “Missing output”)
terminate

Action 4 onImplTimeout[y], y ∈ pastI
Guard:

(
θI(y)+∆t−(y)

)
≤ t

Input: y
pastI ⇐ pastI \{y}
verdict⇐ f alse
trace(〈φ ,y〉, “Unexpected output”)
terminate

Action 5 onInitialize
Guard: t = 0
Input: ∅

pastS⇐∅
pastI ⇐∅
match⇐∅

Action 6 onFinalize
Guard:

(
end(S)+∆T+

)
≤ t∧

(
end(I)+∆T−

)
≤ t

Input: ∅
verdict⇐ true
terminate

Given a time point, the timeout actions (onSpecTimeout and onImplTimeout), if they are activated,
are called after the output reception actions (onSpecOut put and onImplOut put). Otherwise, there might
be a false negative. E.g., when the implementation sends an output y at time t and there is x ∈ pastS,
such that λS(x) = λI(y) and

(
θS(x) +∆t+(x)

)
= t (thus, θI(y) is a boundary point of δS(x)), calling

onSpecTimeout before onImplOut put would lead to the undesirable failure. If there are two specifi-
cation outputs x and x′, such that θS(x) = θS(x′) and x ≺ x′, calling onSpecOut put[x] should precede
calling onSpecOut put[x′]. The initialization action (onInitialize) comes first, while the finalization ac-
tion (onFinalize) is the last action within a time slot. The order between the timeout actions as the order
between the output reception actions is insufficient and may be arbitrary. The sequence for checking
guards and activating actions within a time slot t is as follows:

1. initialization (onInitialize);

2. output reception (onSpecOut put[x] and onImplOut put[y], x ∈ S[t] and y ∈ I[t]);
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3. timeouts (onSpecTimeout[x] and onImplTimeout[y], x ∈ pastS and y ∈ pastI);

4. finalization (onFinalize).
Note that when we say that some property ϕ holds at time t, we mean that ϕ holds after all of the actions
activated at time t have completed. For a multi-port system, the monitor can be decomposed into a
number of loosely connected sub-monitors serving individual ports. If the specification abstracts away
from the inter-port dependencies, the sub-monitors are fully independent and can work in parallel.

Statement 1 (Monitor correctness) An input sequence w is a counterexample for I being conforming
to S iff the monitor terminates with verdict = f alse. �

Rigorously speaking, the termination condition
(
end(I)+∆T−

)
≤ t cannot be checked for “black-

box” implementations (a monitor is not able to identify whether the implementation is quiescent or ac-
tive). However, for some types of systems (in particular, systems with covergent behavior) the condition
can be approximated with a checkable one.

Definition 9 (Convergent behavior) The behavior B : I×T→O is called convergent iff the following
conditions are met:

- for every finite w ∈ I, there exists T (w) ∈ T, called the stabilization time, such that for any t ≥
T (w), B(w, t) =B

(
w,T (w)

)
(B(w) denotes B

(
w,T (w)

)
);

- for every t ∈ T, B(ε, t) = ε holds (the initial state is quiescent);

- for every finite w,v ∈ I, such that v 6= ε and t0 = begin(v)> T (w), t ≥ t0 and ∆t ∈ T,
{
B
(
w(v+∆t), t +∆t

)
[t0+∆t,t+∆t] =B(wv, t)[t0,t]+∆t,

t0 ≤ begin(B(wv)[T (w),∞)), if B(·)[·) 6= ε;

where w+∆t denotes the sequence constructed from w by adding ∆t to each time stamp of w
(quiescent states are stable). �

Assuming that the implementation under verification is convergent, the termination condition may
be expressed as follows: (

T (w)≤ t
)
∧
((

end(I[0,T (w)])+∆T−
)
≤ t
)
.

3.3 Specifications with Optional Outputs

There are systems where operations in some situations terminate other operations, conflicting with them
and of a lower priority. For example, a write operation can be cancelled by another write operation
targeted at the same location and started right after the previous one. Due to abstractness, a specification
is not able to express precisely under what conditions operations are cancelled and their output is not
sent outside. Taking into account such problems, the definition of the specification behavior should be
extended. Assume there is an unary relation ♦ ⊆ VS marking cancellable outputs (the complement of ♦
is denoted by �): if ♦x, then the output is optional (it might be cancelled, but the cancellation condition
is unknown or inexpressible in specification terms); if �x, then the output is obligatory (it cannot be
cancelled). Note that if some action is cancelled, then all dependent actions are cancelled either.

Definition 10 (Conformance relation for specifications with optional outputs) The implementation be-
havior I is said to be conforming to the specification behavior with optional outputs S iff domI =
domS and for all w ∈ domS and t ∈ T, there is a relation M(w, t)⊆ {(x,y) ∈ pastS(w, t)×pastI(w, t) |
match(x,y)}, such that:
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1. M(w, t) is a one-to-one relation;

2. for each x ∈ past∆t
S (w, t),

- if �x, then there is y ∈ pastI(w, t), such that (x,y) ∈M(w, t);
- if ♦x, then either there is y∈ pastI(w, t), such that (x,y)∈M(w, t), or for each x′ ∈ pastS(w, t),

if x� x′, then there is no y ∈ pastI(w, t), such that (x′,y) ∈M(w, t).

3. for each y ∈ past∆t
I (w, t), there is x ∈ pastS(w, t), such that (x,y) ∈M(w, t);

4. for all (x,y),(x′,y′) ∈M(w, t), if x≺ x′, then θI(y)≤ θI(y′). �
Checking conformance to specifications with optional outputs can be done with a few modifications

of the monitor described above. In onSpecTimeout, it should be checked whether an event x is optional
(the action fails only if x is obligatory). The most difficult part is to track that all events dependent
on the cancelled one are also cancelled. Assume that there is ∆Tdep ∈ T, such that for all x,x′ ∈ VS, if
|θS(x)−θS(x′)|>∆Tdep, then x⊥x′. To describe the monitor, let us introduce a predicate cancelledS(x) =(
∃x′ ∈ termS . x′ � x

)
and a modified version of the primary arbiter: arbiterS(X) =min�(X \ termS).

Action 7 onSpecOut put[x], x ∈ S[t]
Guard: true
Input: x

pastS⇐ pastS∪{x}
if cancelled(x) then

termS⇐ termS∪{x}
else

...
end if

Action 8 onSpecTimeout[x], x ∈ (pastS \ termS)

Guard: (θS(x)+∆t+(x))≤ t
Input: x

if �x then
...

else
termS⇐ termS∪{x}

end if

Action 9 onTermTimeout[x], x ∈ termS

Guard:
(
θS(x)+∆Tdep

)
≤ t

Input: x
pastS⇐ pastS \{x}
termS⇐ termS \{x}

Action 10 onInitialize
Guard: t = 0
Input: ∅

termS⇐∅
...

4 Tool Support and Experience

The proposed approach to runtime verification has been implemented in a C++ library named C++TESK
Testing ToolKit [1]. The library provides users with classes and macros for automated development of
test system components, including reference models, monitors (test oracles), stimuli generators, coverage
trackers, etc. C++TESK supports testing and monitoring of both hardware and software systems but has
been mainly used for hardware designs (namely, for simulation-based verification of microprocessor
units). Note that hardware is usually developed in hardware description languages (HDLs), like Verilog
and VHDL, and can be executed (simulated) in a special environment, called HDL simulator. The
C++TESK facilities for developing reference models of hardware designs (and, consequently, runtime
monitors) include means for sending and receiving data packages, forking and joining concurrent threads,
modeling time delays and specifying order between data packages. Some of the primitives (the most
important within the scope of the paper) are as follows (the syntax here differs from the original one,
used in the toolkit):
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• delay(n) — models a time delay (as an observable outcome, it increments the current time value
by n time units);

• recv(in):pkg — waits until an input package is received at a given input port (in); then, returns
that package (pkg);

• send(out, pkg, opt) — sends an output package (pkg) via a given output port (out) specify-
ing whether the package is obligatory or optional (opt);
(Note that every time a package is sent outside, it is tagged with time interval [t−∆t−, t +∆t+],
where t is the sending start time and ∆t± are user-defined parameters of the transmission port.)

• depends(pkg1, pkg2) — states that an output package (pkg1) depends on or causally related to
some other package (pkg2), input or output.
(This probably answers the question raised in the beginning of Section 3 of where a specification
trace, namely partial ordering of its events, is taken from.)

Differences in hardware complexity, verification purposes and amounts of resources lead to the vari-
ety of model types and model abstraction levels. Abstraction is a well-known way for fighting complexity
and facilitating model development. Though the verification quality is likely to be lower in case of sim-
pler reference models, if there is a strict deadline (and it is often so), there is no other way out. Event
ordering and timing are the main subjects for abstraction in hardware designs and other concurrent time-
dependent systems. We use the following classification of the reference models according to the time
modeling accuracy: (1) untimed models (represent only general information on the cause-effect relation
of their inputs and outputs, while the timing is not modelled at all: ∆t± = ∞), (2) time-approximate mod-
els (contain the detailed specification of the event ordering, including some internal arbitration schemes,
but the timing is approximate: ∆t± ≤ T , where T has a value of several tens of time units) and (3) time-
accurate models (implement the exact, or almost exact, event ordering and timing: ∆t± ≤ 1).

The proposed methodology has been used for verification of a number of units of different industrial
microprocessors. Our experience was originally presented in [9], and since then we have verified a table
lookup unit, an l2-cache bank controller and an instruction buffer. Also, testbenches and monitors for
several previously tested components (a north bridge data switch and a memory access unit) required
improvement according to the modifications of the units. The newest information of the approach ap-
plication is shown in Table 1. As it can be seen from the table, the methodology supports runtime
verification by means of abstract models (being available at early design stages) and, at the same time,
by means of up to time-accurate models (being available typically at finishing design stages). Moreover,
the approach allows reusing reference models across the hardware development cycle, which is really
important in the industrial settings.

The first version of C++TESK supported only accurate reference models (it was required that a
model knows the exact ordering of events on each of the output ports). Having received feedback from
C++TESK users (everyone is welcome to join the community), the toolkit has been modified. Mostly,
it concerns a problem of lack of unit-level specifications even for almost finished hardware designs.
It is impossible to create an accurate model without detailed knowledge of the unit functionality and
timing. Regular interviewing of engineers takes a lot of time and is inconvenient. Two major solutions
of the problem have been proposed besides forcing the developers to write the specifications. The first
solution is to reuse parts of a more complicated system-level model (emulating behavior of the whole
microprocessor). Though such parts are rather abstract (as a rule, system-level models are developed in
an untimed manner), they are really useful for early-stage verification. The second solution is to develop
approximate reference models by means of C++TESK and to refine them if necessary.
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Microprocessor Unit Development Stage Model Abstraction Level

From To

Translation lookaside buffer Late / finishing Time-approximate model Time-accurate model

Floating point unit Late / finishing Untimed model —

Non-blocking L2-cache Middle / late Time-approximate model —

North bridge data switch Middle / late / finishing Time-approximate model Time-accurate model

Memory access unit Early / middle Untimed model Time-accurate model

System interrupt controller Early / middle Untimed model Time-approximate model

Table lookup unit Late Time-approximate model —

L2-cache bank controller Late Time-accurate model —

Instruction buffer Late / finishing Time-accurate model —

Table 1: Experience of the approach application

5 Related Work

There are several works on model-based testing and monitoring that have similarities with our approach.
Some of them are mentioned below.

In [7], a partial order input/output automaton (POIOA), where each transition is associated with an
almost arbitrary ordered set of inputs and outputs, is used to represent the expected behavior. The key
idea is to obtain two POIOAs (representing behavior of specification and implementation) and to check
their conformance. There is a way to derive a test suite that guarantees fault detection defined by a
POIOA-specific fault model: missing output faults, unspecified output faults, weaker precondition faults,
stronger precondition faults and transfer faults. If the following assumptions are satisfied: an unspecified
input is detectable, specified ordering of outputs can be observed, response time is bounded, and each
specification transition can be modeled as a single implementation transition, then it is possible to set
up conformance between two POIOAs. Comforming implementation accepts any input compatible with
the specification (and may accept more) and produces outputs defined by the specification in an order
compatible with the specification. If the POIOAs are not conforming, it is considered as wrong behavior
of the implementation according to the fault model. The main difficulty in the approach, in our opinion,
is to represent behavior of specification and implementation by the proposed formalism.

In [3], the approach to passive testing based on invariants is presented. Invariants are used as a
means of representing the most relevant expected properties of the implementation, which should be
exhibited in response to the corresponding test sequences. Two types of invariants are of usage: (1)
timed consequent invariants and (2) timed observational invariants. The first type is used to check that
an event happens (within certain time bounds) after a given trace of events. The second type is used
to check that a given sequence of events always occur (within certain time bounds) between two given
events. The correctness of the implementation behavior is verified in two steps. The first step is to check
the correctness of the invariants with respect to a given specification. The second step is to check the
correctness of a trace, recorded from the implementation, with respect to the invariants. We think, that
this approach is applicable to monitoring of complex timed systems, but it is not clear how to maintain
the sets of invariants (which might be huge) during the system life cycle.

The approach proposed in [13] allows usage of implicitly defined asynchronous finite state machines
(AFSMs) for model-based testing of complex distributed systems. The implementation behavior is veri-
fied only in quiescent states of the FSM model. Thus, it is required that there is a predicate identifying
such kind of states. The testing step is done as follows. First, all outputs are collected and their partial
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order is determined. Then, all possible linearizations of the events are enumerated and checked. If all
of them fail (with respect to the specification), then the implementation is not conforming to the specifi-
cation. As checking is performed in quiescent states only, the approach is hardly applicable to runtime
monitoring (where there may be arbitrary input sequences, and such states are rarely visited).

6 Conclusion

On-the-fly analysis of system behavior is an integral part of dynamic verification of software and hard-
ware systems. A lot of formalisms have been proposed to express correctness properties for systems of
different types, and a great number of methods have been suggested to check whether system executions
are conforming to the specified properties. None of them is perfect, we think, but all together they cover
a vast spectrum of verification and monitoring tasks. Among the variety of specification approaches, ex-
ecutable models, written in high-level programming languages, have a significant niche. First of all, such
models are rather universal and allow expressing a broad range of behavioral and structural properties.
Besides, programming languages (especially general-purpose languages, like C and C++) are widely
spread in the engineering community.

Our work focuses on using executable models for runtime verification of reactive systems, including,
in particular, time-dependent systems. The problem is not as simple as it looks at first sight. The naive
checking that a system and its model produce the same outputs at the same time is inadequate in the
majority of cases. The model may abstract away from many features implemented in the system under
verification such as event ordering and accurate timing (at least it should be abstracted from the imple-
mentation bugs). We suppose that conformance relations used for runtime verification can be configured
in several ways: (1) by introducing an independency relation over the model events, (2) by extending
time points of the model outputs to time intervals and, finally, (3) by marking some of the model outputs
as being optional.

Basing on this idea, we have developed a method for system monitoring and proved its correctness.
The formalization is based on the theory of traces and partially ordered multisets. The method has been
implemented in C++TESK, an open-source toolkit for hardware modeling, analysis and verification,
and has been successfully used in about 10 projects on simulation-based verification of microprocessor
units. Our future research is aiming at failure diagnostics, which is a deeper analysis of specification and
implementation traces being carried out offline. The goal is to explain what in particular went wrong
during the monitoring and give a hint to developers where the bugs are localized.
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Systems tend to become more and more complex. This has a direct impact on system engineering
processes. Two of the most important phases in these processes are requirements engineering and
quality assurance. Two significant complexity drivers located in these phases are the growing number
of product variants that have to be integrated into the requirements engineering and the ever growing
effort for manual test design. There are modeling techniques to deal with both complexity drivers
like, e.g., feature modeling and model-based test design. Their combination, however, has been sel-
dom the focus of investigation. In this paper, we present two approaches to combine feature modeling
and model-based testing as an efficient quality assurance technique for product lines. We present the
corresponding difficulties and approaches to overcome them. All explanations are supported by an
example of an online shop product line.

1 Introduction

Today, users of most kinds of products are not satisfied by unique standard solutions, but desire the tai-
loring of products to their specific needs. As a consequence, the products have to support different kinds
of optional features and, thus, tend to become more and more complex. At the same time, a high level of
quality is expected by the users and has to be guaranteed for all of these product variants. One example
is the German car industry where each car configuration is produced only once on average. Summing
up, system engineering processes often face challenges that are focused at requirements engineering for
product lines and quality assurance, e.g., by testing, at the same time. This paper deals with the com-
bination of these challenges. Today, engineering processes are supported by model-driven techniques.
Models are often used to present only essential information, to allow for easy understanding, and to en-
able formal description and automatic processing. Models can also be used to describe the features of
product lines and the test object as a basis for automatic test design. Such an approach is also used in
this paper.

Product lines (multi-variant systems) are sets of products with similar features, but differences in
appearance or price [19]. There are two important aspects of product lines: First, users recognize the
single product variants as members of the same product line because of their resemblance. For instance,
we recognize cars from a certain manufacturer or certain smart phones although we don’t know internal
details like, e.g., the power of the engine or the used processors. Second, the vendors of product lines
cannot afford to build every product variant from scratch, but have to strive for reusing components for
several product variants. The product line managers have to try to bring together these two aspects. For
this, they have to know about and manage the variation points of the product line and the relation of
variation points and reusable system components. Feature models can be used to express these variation
points and their relations. They help in making the corresponding engineering process manageable.
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Quality assurance is the part of system engineering responsible for ensuring high-quality products,
a positive end user experience, and the prevention of damage in safety-critical systems. Testing is an
important aspect of quality assurance. Since testing is focused on several levels like, e.g., components
and their integration, it can be more complex and costly than development. Because of the afore described
growing complexity of systems, it is necessary to reduce the effort for testing without reducing the test
quality. Model-based test design automation is a powerful approach to reach this goal. It can be used
to automatically derive test cases from models. There are several experience reports to substantiate the
success of this technique [6, 9].

In this paper, we present two approaches to apply automatic model-based test design for the quality
assurance of product lines. All descriptions are supported by an online shop example, i.e., a product line
of online shops. This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we describe the example and
use it to introduce feature modeling and automatic model-based test design. In Section 3, we present the
two approaches for model-based testing of product lines together with an evaluation of their advantages
and challenges. In this paper, we focus on theoretical considerations instead of applying complete tool
chains. Some parts of the projected tool chain, however, can already be used and were applied for our
example. Section 4 contains the related work. In Section 5, we summarize, discuss threats to validity,
and present our intended future work.

2 Fundamentals

In this section, we define an online shop product line as our running example. For this example, we
assume that we are a provider of online shops. We offer to install and maintain online shops with
different capabilities. The price depends on the supported set of capabilities. All of our shops include a
catalog that lists all the available products and at least one payment method. In our example, we allow
payment via bank transfer, with ecoins, and by credit card. The shops can have either a high or a low
security level that determine the security of communication. For instance, using a credit card requires
a high security level. Furthermore, we offer comfort search functions in the shop to support product
selection. Our customers can select a subset of these features for integration into their specific product.

In the following, we use this example to introduce feature models for describing the features, i.e.,
the variation points of a product line and their relations. Furthermore, we also use it to introduce state
machine models and how to use them for automatic model-based test design. Finally, we show how to
link elements of feature models to elements of other kinds of models.

Payment

Online 
Shop

Catalog Search

Bank 
Account ECoins Credit

Card

Security

Low High

{1..3}

Credit Card implies High

Figure 1: Feature model for online shops.
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2.1 Feature Models

Models are used as directed abstractions of all kinds of artifacts. The selection of the contained informa-
tion is only driven by the model’s intended use. Thus, models are often used to reduce complexity and
support the user in understanding the described content. In the following, we present feature models that
help in describing all the aforementioned features of our online shop product line.

A feature model is a tree structure of features depicted as rectangles and relations between them
depicted as arcs that connect the rectangles. Figure 1 depicts a feature model that contains information
about our online shops. The topmost feature contains the name of the product line. Four features are
connected to it: The features Catalog, Payment, and Security are connected to the top-most feature by
arcs with filled circles at their end, which describe that these three features are mandatory, i.e., exist in
every product variant. The Search feature is optional, which is depicted by using an arc that ends with
an empty circle. This hierarchy of features is continued. For instance, the feature Payment contains the
three subfeatures Bank Account, ECoins, and Credit Card, from which at least one has to be selected
for each product variant. The subfeatures High and Low of the feature Security are alternative, which
means that exactly one of them has to be chosen for each product variant. Furthermore, there is a textual
condition that states that credit cards can only be selected if the provided security level is high.

Summing up, feature models are a simple way to describe the variation points of a product line and
their relations at an abstract level that is easy to understand. Their semantics, however, only consist of
rectangles and arcs with no links to system engineering-relevant aspects such as requirements or archi-
tecture models. The importance of feature models for the system engineering process only becomes real
if they are integrated into the existing tool chain. This integration is done by linking the features of the
feature model to other artifacts like, e.g., requirements in DOORS [8]. There also exists correspond-
ing tool support [7, 18]. In our approach, we link features to elements of state machines of the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [13] to steer automatic model-based test design for product lines.

Figure 2: Online shop state machine diagram for one product variant.
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2.2 Automatic Model-Based Test Design

Models can also be used for testing. The corresponding technique is called model-based testing (MBT)
and there are many different approaches to it [21]. Several kinds of models are applicable for MBT
like, e.g. system models or environment models [24]. Furthermore, different modeling paradigms are
applicable like, e.g., state charts, petri nets, or classification trees.

For our online shop system, we focus on the automatic derivation of test cases based on structural
coverage criteria that are applied to state machines. Figure 2 shows such a state machine. The behavior
depicted in this state machine corresponds to one product variant of our online shop product line that
only allows to pay per credit card and does not include the search function: A user of the online shop
can open the product catalog (OpenProductCatalog). In this state, the user can select products and have
a look at their details (ProductDetailsFor). In the detail view, the user can decide to add the product to
his shopping cart (AddProductToCart). After the user selected products, he can decide to remove some
selected elements again (ToCart, RemoveProduct) or to finish the transaction (ProceedToCheckOut).
For paying, the user first has to select a payment method (SelectPaymentMethod). For the depicted shop
variant, the user is only allowed to select the credit card payment method (SelectCreditCard). Afterwards,
the system validates the entered user data and if they are valid (Valid), then the order is processed and a
confirmation message is shown to the user. Finally, the user is forwarded to the initial page of the shop.
Like depicted in the state machine, the user has the option to cancel the process and return to the start
page during the checkout process.

This model can be used for automatic test design. As stated above, there are several ways to do
so. A widely used approach is to apply coverage criteria like, e.g., All-Transitions [20] to the state
machine. A test generator then tries to create paths on the state machine that cover all transitions of
the state machine. These paths can be executed by using the sequence of triggers that correspond to
the path transition sequence. Afterwards, the created paths are translated into test cases of the desired
target language that can be used, e.g., for documentation or test execution. There are several automatic
model-based test generators available like, e.g., the Conformiq Designer [5] or ParTeG [22].

Automatic model-based test design for single product variants is well-known. In this paper, we do
focus on how to use this technique for product lines.

2.3 Linking Feature Models and Models for Test Generation

In order to apply model-based test generation to product lines, the model for test generation has to be
linked to the feature model. One straight forward approach is to also describe all variation points in
the state machine, i.e., the possible behavior of the system under test, and to link the features of the
feature model to these variation points. Figure 3 depicts a model that contains the behavior of all product
variants. Because more than one variant is described, such models are called 150% models. As one
can see, the depicted state machine contains elements that correspond to the aforementioned variation
points of the online shop product line. However, it is not a complete model of our system as it lacks
the information from the feature model like, e.g., the relations of the features and the corresponding
information about the validity of feature selections. To resolve this, we connect the features of the
feature model to the 150% state machine with logical expressions.

Mapping features to other model elements can require complex logical expressions and, thus, can
become complex. For reasons of simplicity, we link the models by a mapping model that links features of
the feature model to one or more model elements of the 150% model. The application of a configuration
to the state machine results in a 100% model by deleting all model elements that are not associated to
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that particular configuration. Figure 4 depicts the mapping of the feature model to the 150% model.
Using this mapping, it is possible to select valid variants or sets of them, to derive corresponding 100%
state machines, and to automatically derive test cases from them. As described in the related work
in Section 4, there are already some approaches that head into the same direction. For instance, the
product-by-product approach creates all valid product variants, derives the corresponding 100% models,
and applies model-based test generation to each model. However, this approach corresponds to a brute
force approach, which is infeasible for larger systems. There are several approaches of how to design
test cases for such linked models. In the following, we present and compare two more mature test design
approaches for product lines.

Figure 3: Online shop 150% state machine.
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Figure 4: Mapping the feature model to the 150% state machine.
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3 Applying Model-Based Test Design to Product Lines

In the previous section, we described how to use feature models to describe variation points of product
lines, how to use state machines for automatically designing test cases, and how to link feature models
and state machines. By this, we provided the infrastructure for automatic model-based test design for
product lines. There are, however, several processes of actually deriving test cases from the combination
of these two kinds of models. In the following, we are going to present two different approaches and to
evaluate their pros and cons using the described example.

3.1 Top-Down Approach

In the top-down approach, we first derive a set of product variants from the feature model, derive the set
of corresponding 100% models, and apply standard model-based testing to each 100% model. Automatic
model-based test generation is often driven by applying coverage criteria to models. This approach as
presented for state machines can also be applied to feature models. The coverage criteria are used to
measure to which degree the product variants represent the product line, i.e., the set of all possible product
variants. They can also be used to automatically derive a representative set of product variants [16].
Using the links between feature model and 150% state machine allows for automatic derivation of the
corresponding 100% state machines for each generated product variant. For each of these 100% state
machines, the presented standard approach of test generation based on structural coverage criteria can
be applied. Afterwards, the generated test suites can be executed for the corresponding product variants.
Figure 5 depicts this approach.

Feature Model 150% ModelFeature 
Mapping Model

Generate 
Variants

Feature Coverage 
Criterion

100% Models

Generate 
Testcases

Testsuites

Model Coverage 
Criterion

Execute Tests

Products

Figure 5: Top-down approach for test generation.

For evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the top-down approach, we consider two aspects:
a) To which degree and with which efficiency are product variants covered? b) To which degree and
with which efficiency is the system behavior covered? For a, the coverage criteria applied to the feature
model directly determine the coverage of the feature model. The answer to b additionally depends on the
relative strength of the coverage criterion that is applied to each 100% model. Furthermore, there will
be overlap between the behavior of the variants, which is going to be tested twice. So the presumption
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is that the generated test cases will not be very efficient, i.e., several parts will be tested twice without
additional gain of information.

For our example of the online shop product line, we run test generation with the following combi-
nation of coverage criteria: We apply the two coverage criteria All-Features-Selected and All-Features-
Unselected to the feature model to derive variants. Then, we derive the corresponding 100% state ma-
chines using the mapping from the feature model to the 150% state machine and generate tests using
the coverage criterion All-Transitions [20] on every generated 100% state machine. To the best of our
knowledge, the research on coverage criteria on feature models is still in an immature state and, thus,
references to such coverage criteria are rare [10]. In contrast to existing work on coverage criteria, it is
also important to focus on covering features by not selecting them. The mentioned two coverage criteria
are correspondingly focused on selecting and not selecting all features of a feature model, respectively.
The two coverage criteria All-Features-Selected and All-Features-Unselected can be satisfied by two
product variants in which the following optional features are selected: (i) Credit Card Payment and High
Security; (ii) Bank Transfer, ECoins, Low Security, and Search. Figures 6 and 7 show the corresponding
variant models.

Payment

Online 
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Catalog

Credit
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Security
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Figure 6: Product variant (i).

Payment
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Figure 7: Product variant (ii).

For each variant, one test case is enough to cover all transitions of the corresponding 100% state machine.
For (i), the sequence of events to trigger the test case is as follows (see 100% model in Figure 2):

OpenProductCatalog; ProductDetailsFor; AddProductToCart; AddProductToCart; ReturnToCatalog;
ToCart; RemoveProduct; ProceedToCheckout; CancelPayment; OpenProductCatlog; ProceedToCheck-
out; SelectPaymentMethod; SelectCreditCard; ProceedPayment; Invalid; SelectPaymentMethod; Select-
CreditCard; ProceedPayment; Valid.

For (ii), the sequence is as follows (no corresponding 100% model depicted - please refer to the cor-
responding parts of the 150% model in Figure 3):
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OpenProductCatalog; SearchFor; ProductDetailsFor; AddProductToCart; AddProductToCart; Return-
ToSearch; ReturnToCatalog; ToCart; RemoveProduct; ProceedToCheckout; CancelPayment; OpenPro-
ductCatalog; ProductDetailsFor; AddProductToCart; ReturnToCatalog; ProceedToCheckout; Select-
PaymentMethod; SelectBankAccount; ProceedPayment; Invalid, SelectPaymentMethod; SelectECoins;
ProceedPayment; Valid.

All features have been selected as well as deselected. Both test cases together cover all 22 explicitly
triggered transitions of the 150% model. They have a total length of (i:19 + ii:24) 43 event calls, which
is almost twice the size of the lower boundary. Since we created two product variants for testing instead
of the 20 possible ones, however, this approach is still far more efficient than the brute force approach.

Our tool chain that supports the described test generation approach is currently under construc-
tion. However, we already manually created the two 100% state machines and used the Conformiq
Designer [5] to automatically design tests. The used coverage criterion is All-Transitions. For variant
i, the test generator created seven test cases that comprise altogether 28 event calls. In case of variant
ii, eleven test cases with 42 event calls were generated. Since the Conformiq Designer is not tailored to
find as many test steps per test case as possible, this deviation from our theoretical considerations are no
surprise. After all, all transitions were covered for both cases.

3.2 Bottom-Up Approach

The idea of the bottom-up approach is contrary to the top-down approach. Here, we create test cases
based on the 150% state machine and match the resulting sequences to single product variants, after-
wards. The idea is simple, but the generated paths of the state machine cover elements that are linked
to different features and the state machine does not provide means to check if all these features can be
combined in one valid product variant. As a result, one has to include the conditions that are expressed in
the feature model into the 150% state machine. This is done by expressing the selection and deselection
of a feature to a variable with the value 1 and 0, respectively. Figure 8 depicts such an enrichment on

Figure 8: Enriched part of the 150% state machine for automatic test generation of only valid product
variants.

an excerpt of the 150% state machine. The shown composite state was enriched with information from
the feature model by adding a guard to all transitions leading to the state Search, which corresponds to
the search feature. Now, the tests cover the search function only if the corresponding guard is set to
true. Setting the guard variable to a value is possible only once at the beginning of the state machine.
As a consequence, the variable and the feature selection will be consistent for the whole test case. Rela-
tions between features can also be expressed in the guard, e.g., by stating that the value of the variable
corresponding to an alternative feature has a different value.

This enables the generator to choose from any valid configuration for finding a new test case. Since
we did not generate the product variants from the feature model, we had to retrieve the necessary product
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variants for test execution from the test cases. Conformiq supports this task because all initial variable
values can be stored into the prolog of a test case. Figure 9 shows the workflow for the bottom-up
approach.

Feature Model 150% ModelFeature 
Mapping Model

Generate 
Testcases

Model Coverage 
Criterion

Merge Models

150% Model + 
Feature Model

Derive Products Execute Tests

Testsuites

Products

Figure 9: Bottom-up approach for test generation.

In the following, we present the input sequence for a test case that covers all transitions in the en-
riched 150% model:
OpenProductCatalog, ProductDetailsFor, ReturnToCatalog, SearchFor, ProductDetailsFor, AddProduct-
ToCart, AddProductToCart, ReturnToSearchResults, ReturnToCatalog, ToCart, RemoveProduct, Pro-
ceedToCheckout, SelectPaymentMethod, SelectBankAccout, ProceedPayment, Invalid, SelectPayment-
Method, SelectECoins, ProceedPayment, Invalid, CancelPayment, OpenProductCatalog, ProceedTo-
Checkout, SelectPaymentMethod, SelectCreditCard, ProceedPayment, Valid.
This test case has 27 test steps, covers all 22 event calls of the 150% model, and requires only one product
variant for test execution in which all features except Low (Security) have been selected.

Again, we use the Conformiq Designer for test generation focused on covering all transitions. The
result of the test generation are twelve test cases with overall 59 event calls.

3.3 Comparison

Here, we summarize the first evaluations of both approaches and compare them to each other.
Concerning our theoretical considerations and the manually created test cases, the top-down approach

results in two test cases that use 43 event calls and the bottom-up approach results in one test case with 27
event calls. From the perspective of redundancy, the bottom-up approach seems to be more efficient than
the top-down approach. On the one hand, this always depends on the used coverage criteria for the feature
model. For instance, a weaker coverage criterion that is satisfied by only one product variant, can lead
to a more efficient result for the top-down approach. On the other hand, this is no generally applicable
solution because the importance of single variants for the behavior is not easy to determine. The bottom-
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up approach abstracts from this issue because one does not have to define the coverage criterion on the
feature model in the first place, but it does not necessarily cover all features of the feature model. As a
result, it seems that the personal notion and the importance of the covered aspects is important: If feature
coverage is important, the top-down approach is more suitable. If efficiency and covered behavior is
more important, the bottom-up approach is more suitable.

The application of the Conformiq Designer shows partly similar though different results. For the
two 100% models, 18 test cases with 70 event calls were generated. For the 150% model, twelve test
cases with 59 event calls were generated. The main reason for the deviation to the manually created test
cases is the breadth-first search approach of Conformiq and our approach of finding the minimal number
of test cases. Furthermore, the Conformiq Designer created test cases for two product variants for the
bottom-up approach. Interestingly, both variants include high security and differ only in the selection
of the feature Credit Card. This distinction is unnecessary and would have been avoided by a human
designer. This issue leaves room for future improvements.

4 Related Work

In this section, we present the related work. We present standard approaches to model-based testing, cite
work about feature modeling, and name approaches to combining both.

Testing is one of the most important quality assurance techniques in industry. Since testing often
consumes a high percentage of project budget, there are approaches to automate repeating activities
like, e.g., regression tests. Some of these approaches are data-driven testing, keyword-driven testing, and
model-based testing. There are many books that provide surveys of conventional standard testing [1,2,12]
and model-based testing [3,20,25]. In this paper, we use model-based testing techniques and apply them
to product lines. Modeling languages like the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [13] have been often
used to create test models for testing. For instance, Abdurazik and Offutt [14] automatically generate
test cases from state machines. We also apply state machines of the UML.

Feature models are commonly used to describe the variation points in product lines. There are several
approaches to apply feature models in quality assurance. For instance, Olimpiew and Gomaa [15] deal
with test generation from product lines and sequence diagrams. In contrast to that, we focus on UML
state machines and describe different approaches for combining both. In contrast to sequence diagrams,
state machines are commonly used to describe a higher number of possible behaviors, which make the
combination with feature models more complex than combining feature models and sequence diagrams.
As another example, McGregor [11] shows the importance of a well-defined testing software product line
process. Just like McGregor, the focus of our paper is only investigating the process of actually creating
tests rather than defining the structural possible relations of feature models and state machines. Pohl and
Metzger [17] emphasize the preservation of variability in test artifacts of software product line testing. As
we derive test case design from models automatically, this variability is preserved. Lochau et al. [10] also
focus on test design with feature models. In contrast to our work, they focus on defining and evaluating
coverage criteria that can be applied to feature models. In the presented top-down approach, we strive
for using such coverage criteria on feature models for the automation of test design. Cichos et al. [4] also
worked on an approach similar to the presented bottom-up approach. Their approach, however, requires
that the used test generator has to be provided a set of product variants to derive 100% models from the
150% model for automatic test generation. As a consequence, the test generator requires an additional
input parameter and (as the authors state) no standard test generator can be applied for their approach.
In contrast, both of our approaches allow for integrating commercial off-the-shelf test generators like in
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our case, Conformiq [5]. One of the most important aspects in our work is the ability to integrate our
approach into existing tool chains. In [23], we already addressed model-based test generation for product
lines. However, back then we focused on reusing state machines in multi-variant environments instead
of describing the different automatic test design approaches for product lines.

5 Summary, Discussion, and Future Work

In this paper, we presented different approaches to the automatic test design for product lines. We
described the state of the art, presented the general idea of linking feature models to other system artifacts,
and presented two approaches to use this linking for automatic test design. Our main contributions are
the definition and comparison of the presented approaches using a small example.

The presented outcomes are theoretical considerations and first test generation results using the Con-
formiq Designer. Some steps of the proposed tool chains are still under construction and the correspond-
ing intermediate results were, thus, partly created manually. If the missing parts of the tool chains will
be developed, we will be able to run larger case studies for the comparison of both approaches automat-
ically. Furthermore, there are more approaches than the presented ones of automatically designing tests
for product lines that were not evaluated here. To name just one example, single steps in our automatic
tool chain could also be replaced by manual experience-based steps. Another point to discuss is the
degree of reusability in the source code. As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, reusing system
components is an important aspect in managing product variants engineering for product lines. If the
components, however, were not reused adequately and copy&paste was applied, instead, then covering
the behavior at the source code level for one product variant does not necessarily imply covering the very
same behavior at the source code level for another product variant. A solution to this issue would be to
also integrate the relations from features in the feature model to variation points in the source code.

In the near future, we plan to finish the development of both proposed tool chains. The tool chains are
intended to provide the glue between existing tools for feature modeling like, e.g., pure::variants [18] or
the FeatureMapper [7], and automatic test generators like, e.g., the Conformiq Designer [5] or ParTeG [22].
Besides the comparison of the two approaches, the single approaches contain enough room for further
investigations. For instance, one interesting question for the top-down approach is if it is advisable to
apply strong coverage criteria on the feature model and weak ones on the 100% models or vice versa.
For the bottom-up approach, an interesting task is to retrieve a minimal number of product variants from
test cases generated from the 150% model. As stated above, we also plan to run further experiments to
evaluate the pros and cons of the presented approaches.
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